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Beyond The Hindu Frontier
Jaina-Vai¶ƒava Syncretism in
The Gujaråt∂ Diaspora
Article 51A(f) of the Indian Constitution recognises what many
politicians and anthropologists still fail to do: India does not represent a civilisational whole1 but has
a ìcomposite culture.î2 That this
statement does not merely reflect
the wishful thinking of the constituent assembly but historical fact is no
more evident than in the continued presence of the ancient traditions of Buddhism and Jainism in
India,3 which contemporary religious nationalists have for decades
unsuccessfully tried to incorporate
into the indefinable ëHinduí
mould; not to speak of the presence of Christianity, Islam, Judaism,
Sikhism, Zoroastrianism, and
diverse tribal communities. This
article tries to demonstrate through the analysis of the unique conversion ritual of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg, a new religious movement
in the Gujaråt∂-speaking world, that the supposition of a civilisational
unity of India or of South Asia is a theoretical abstraction which
obstructs rather than illuminates the understanding of the cultural
and religious history of the Indian subcontinent. Heterogeneity and
processes of bricolage, mixture, syncretism or hybridisation are not
merely the consequence of external cultural interaction, migration and travel, that is the advance or retreat of a well-defined
cultural frontier,4 but situated at the very heart of religious and
cultural life beyond the homogenising cultural politics of the state5
and organised religion.6 The article is based on intermittent fieldwork between 1997-2004 in Amadåvåd/Ahmedabad, London,
Mumba∂/Bombay, Surat, and VaŒodarå/Baroda.
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The Akram Vij¤ån Movement
The Akram Vij¤ån Mårg, or the Stepless Path to Soteriological Knowledge, has currently approximately 300,000 followers amongst the
Gujaråt∂-speaking diaspora in India, East Africa, Great Britain, Fiji
and the U.S.A. The movement was started in 1962 in Baroda by the
religious visionary Ambalål Mμu¸j∂bhå∂ Pa¢el (7.11.1908 - 2.1.1988),
a businessman with only basic formal education who belonged to a
Vai¶ƒava På¢idår family from Tarsål∂, a suburb of Baroda. He spent
most of his life as a married householder without children in Bombay
where he worked as a contractor for the company Pa¢el & Co. which
specialised in the construction and maintenance of the dry docks
in the harbour. In 1958, while waiting for a train at the railway station of Surat, he had reportedly a forty-eight minutes long ëenlightenmentí experience. It is said that he was able to contact
S∂mandhara Svåm∂, the Jain t∂rthaΔkara who presently lives on the
mythical continent of Mahåvideha,7 and due to S∂mandharís grace
(kæpå) was able to achieve the state of permanent self-realisation, or
åtmaj¤åna.8 Suddenly, he understood the solution to all spiritual
conundrums: ìGod is your real selfî;9 ìAll you need to know is to
understand your real nature.î10 He understood at once that through
this insight he had gained j∂vanamukti, or liberation in this life, since
he was from now on able to directly experience the difference between the inner ëreal self,í which he later called Dådå Bhagavån,
Grandfather Lord, and the outer ërelative self,í that is A.M. Pa¢el,
and his actions which appeared to be nothing but karman accumulated in previous lives that come to fruition (karmaphala), without
any involvement of the real self.
From 1962 onwards, A.M. Pa¢el, the j¤ån∂, or knower, taught
his insights, first to family members and friends and later, on popular
demand, in public meetings (satsaΔga) to anyone who was
interested. He used the ontological categories of the Så≈khya
tradition to describe the disjunction between pure consciousness
(puru¶a) and the activities of the body-mind complex (prakæti) which
a self-realised being merely observes from the outside without
identifying with them. However, most of the recognisable
cosmological, soteriological and ritual concepts of his idiosyncratic
teachings (which were only orally transmitted and via tape
recordings)11 stem from the Jain tradition. Like Så≈khya ontology,
Jaina ontology is dualistic. It distinguishes between soul (j∂va), or
pure consciousness, and non-soul (aj∂va), or matter, but
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characterises pure consciousness not as a passive but as an active
force. In addition to right knowledge Jainism stresses the
soteriological importance of non-violent action, because the karmic
bondage of the soul is perceived to be real, not just an illusion based
on ignorance.
The principal text of classical Jainism, Åcårya Umåsvåti/
Umåsvåm∂ís 5th century Tattvårtha Sμutra, propagates a threefold path
to liberation: through right vision, right knowledge, and right
conduct.12 According to this view, salvation can only be achieved if
non-violent conduct is informed by the knowledge and the belief
in seven fundamental truths (tattva), which describe the mechanism
of karmic bondage and the traditional path of liberation through
the stepwise purification of the soul.13 The combination of the three
aspects of the path of liberation is still regarded as the essential
feature of what later came to be known as jaina dharma, the doctrine
of the Jinas, or victors, i.e. the twenty-four fordmakers (t∂rthaΔkara)
which showed the way out of the eternal cycle of death and rebirth.14
However, in practice, many Jain traditions have stressed one aspect
more than others. As a consequence, contemporary Jainism presents
at least three different Jain paths to salvation:15 asceticism (canonical
and classical monastic Jainism), devotion (classical lay Jainism)16,
and knowledge (Digambara mysticism). I have suggested elsewhere17
that the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg is the only religious movement which
has developed the anti-ascetic implications of Kundakundaís
Digambara mysticism, with its emphasis on self-realisation and salvific
knowledge, into a Mahåyåna-style alternative to the classical path of
purification. The emphasis on knowledge and devotion certainly
proved to be of interest for many lay Gujaråt∂s, because it offers the
option of a stepless (akrama) or instant ëenlightenmentí (vij¤åna)
for everyone ëthrough the grace of Dådå Bhagavån,í that is the selfrealised soul of A.M. Pa¢el.
The movement,18 which crystallised around A.M. Pa¢el from 1962
onwards, cannot be easily located within any pre-existing religious
tradition, although it clearly draws upon ritual and doctrinal elements
of Vai¶ƒavism and Jainism whose classical conception of siddhaloka,
the realm of the liberated souls, serves as the ultimate goal of the
spiritual journey. It is argued here that the process of formation of
this new religious movement is typical for many similar movements,
probably since time eternal, by not being a product of cultural diffusion
through travel or conquest, but a creative synthesis of elements that
are cumulatively selected from the universe of known ideas and
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practices under conditions of positive feedback.19 The resulting
syncretism is difficult to classify, because the Akram Vij¤ån movement
explicitly rejects the conventional attributes ëreligion,í ësect,í ëcult,í
ëmovement,í ëscripture,í ëdoctrine,í ëritual,í ëguruí and ëdisciple,í
which it regards as worldly and particularistic. It favours a universal
ënon-sectarianí path (mårga) to salvation through introspection and
the mystical experience of individual self-realisation which is beyond
words and not accessible through the intellect. This direct experience
of the transcendental truth ñ which provides a shortcut to salvation20
and marks the end of conventional religion ñ is offered to the followers
of all religions, including Islam, Christianity, Zoroastrianism, etc. This
article analyses the method which A.M. Pa¢el, the Dådå Bhagavån,
invented to transmit his self-knowledge directly and unconditionally
to all interested aspirants.

Worldwide Mission
Although A.M. Pa¢el rejected organised forms of religion, he invented a ritual technique for the ëtransmissioní of his experience
of self-realisation to others. This unique procedure was called j¤ån
vidhi, or the rite of knowledge, and became the focus of a new
organised ëguru-cultí which spread quickly throughout the Gujaråt∂speaking world, especially amongst urban working class and lower
middle class professionals with limited formal education from
Vai¶ƒava and Jain families.21 In 1973, A.M. Pa¢el gave his blessings to
the creation of a community organisation, the Jay Sacchidånand
SaΔgh in Mumba∂, for the financial and organisational support of
his missionary tours in India and abroad, and for publishing and
construction projects. The first leader of this nation-wide
organisation was the head of the Dådå Bhagavån V∂taråga Trust in
Bombay, Khets∂ Nars∂ ›åh, who after his death was succeeded by
G.A. ›åh from Ahmedabad. Important local Sacchidånand SaΔghas
in India are located in VaŒodarå, Surat, Amadåvåd and Mumba∂.
Amongst the Gujaråt∂s in East Africa, including several relatives of
A.M. Pa¢el, the community of Kampala (Uganda) has the greatest
number of followers. In 1982, A.M. Pa¢el was invited for the first
time to the U.S.A. by the family of Vasant Pa¢el in Oak Ridge Tennessee, the U.S. community leader, and returned to the U.S.A.
every year until his death in Baroda on the 2.1.1988, which was
mourned, amongst others, by more than 10,000 U.S. Gujaråt∂s.22
The number of followers has continuously increased ever since.
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Schism And Continuity
In the last decade of his life A.M. Pa¢el became almost a full-time
preacher, due to popular demand. Until 1978, when he had an
accident which left him with a fractured leg, A.M. Pa¢el and his
wife lived together with the family of Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el (born 1930),
a structural engineer who worked for his company and who became his most dedicated follower. However, from 1978 onwards he
severed his business connections with Kanubhå∂ and concentrated
entirely on his religious work. He was accompanied on all his missionary tours by the medical doctor N∂rubahen Am∂n (born 1944ñ
2006) from AuraΔgåbåd, the widowed daughter of one of his earliest devotees, from the Carotar Pa¢el j¤åt∂ of the village Vaso in
Gujaråt, and herself a devoted follower who committed herself
entirely to his service (sevå).
After the death of A.M. Pa¢el in 1988 a succession dispute flared
up between Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el and N∂rubahen Am∂n, which in 1993 ñ
the year in which the first of three Tri-Mandira shrines of the Akram
Vij¤ån movement dedicated to S∂mandhara Svåm∂, Kæ¶ƒa and ›iva
was completed in Surat23 ñ led to the split of the movement into
two factions. At present, the oldest community organisation, the
Jay Saccidånand SaΔgh, still supports Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el, but the majority

of the believers follow N∂rubahen Am∂n. The ongoing dispute between the factions focuses on the charismatic qualification of N∂rubahen Am∂n, the person which was closest to A.M. Pa¢el during the
last decade of his life, to act as a religious leader. N∂rubahen Am∂n
claims that, in 1987, A.M. Pa¢el (who publicly did not determine
any successor since he rejected organised religion) had given her a
secret mantra which allows her to temporarily invoke the spiritual
power (siddhi) of the Dådå within herself and to act as a medium
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for the performance of the rite of knowledge, the principal focus
of the Akram Vij¤ån movement, after his death.24 Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el,
on the other hand, points out that he was the person closest to A.M.
Pa¢el before 1978 and received from him the powers to perform
the j¤ån vidhi already in 1960. His followers preserved a clandestine
tape recording of a private conversation between A.M. Pa¢el and
N∂rubahen Am∂n on the 19.9.1987 which seems to prove that he
wanted N∂rubahen to work together with Kanubhå∂ and to assist
him in the performance of the j¤ån vidhi. In contrast to N∂rubahen
Am∂n who does not claim to be enlightened herself but acts merely
as a spirit medium (nimitta) of A.M. Pa¢el, who in her view was the
only j¤ån∂ of this age, Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el asserts that he is a j¤ån∂ in his
own right, and the only presently existing enlightened being/man
(pravartamån praga¢ j¤ån∂ puru¶).25 One of the main objections of
the Jay Saccidånand SaΔgh to N∂rubahenís succession is that she is a
woman.26

Religious Hierarchy
Both wings of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg distinguish today three religious statuses: (1) The spiritual leader, Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el or N∂rubahen
Am∂n, who carries the title pμujya åtmåj¤ån∂, venerable knower of
the soul, and who alone can perform initiations and the rite of knowledge, (2) the category of presently ca. fifty male and seven-to-ten
female celibate disciples (brahmacår∂ or brahmacårin∂), called
åptaputras or åptaputr∂s, or true spiritual sons or daughters of the
Dådå, ìthe one with the speech of truth (åptavåƒ∂),î27 and (3) the
common believers, which, after their initiation, are either called
mumuk¶us, seekers for salvation (like the followers of Råjacandra),
or mahåtmås, great souls or great beings. The social leaders of the
local or the all-embracing lay associations are distinguished by the
title saΔghapati or sakal saΔghapati.

Åtmåj¤ån∂
The spiritual leader, who alone can perform the j¤ån vidhi, is evidently the most important individual of the Akram Vij¤ån movement. As a matter of principle, there is only one spiritual leader in
each of the two present groups, qualified either by personal charisma or through the possession of a special mantra, i.e. objectified
charisma, and the ritual competence learned in the presence of
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A.M. Pa¢el.28 Since the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg is an egalitarian and
rather informal lay movement, without rules and regulations or
institutionalised hierarchies of command, the most important structuring device is the relationship between the åtmåj¤ån∂, the knower,
and the mahåtmås, the great souls which have received ëthe knowledgeí from him or her. This relationship was originally purely emotive.29 The first ëj¤ån vidhi,í i.e. the transmission of the experience
of samyak dar‹ana to another individual, was performed by A.M.
Pa¢el in 1962 in his rented house in Baroda for his nephew
Candrakånt Pa¢el from Uganda through an informal discourse
(åptavåƒ∂) followed by a personal blessing (å‹∂rvåda). Since 1983,
the relationship was cemented by a formal initiation ritual which
precedes the j¤ån vidhi and which requires the devoteeís symbolic
surrender (samarpaƒa) of ëmind, speech, and bodyí to S∂mandhar
Svåm∂ in the presence of the åtmåj¤ån∂ (thus effectively to both).
Since, in principle, the hierarchical relationship depends on nothing but the bond of a shared religious experience of ëthe pure
soulí and the mutual recognition of ëknowers,í the initiation does
not involve any definition of mutual rights and duties or expectations of material or immaterial services. The designations guru and
‹i¶ya are therefore deliberately avoided.

Åptaputra/Åptaputr∂
The åptaputras and åptaputr∂s are mahåtmås who practise celibacy in
order to enhance their spiritual purity. They do not expressly claim
the formal status of religious virtuosi, but many of them act as
charismatically qualified preachers under the instruction of the
respective åtmåj¤ån∂.
Brahmacarya, or celibacy, is the only commitment which was
taken over by the Akram Vij¤ån movement from the lists of the five
principal Jain vows (mahåvrata): non-violence (ahi≈så), truthfulness
(satya), not stealing (asteya), non-possessiveness (aparigraha), and
celibacy (brahmacarya) (AS 2.15.29f.). A.M. Pa¢el himself rejected
world renunciation and monasticism, because in his view leaving
the family behind to rely on other peopleís work creates violence
itself. In accordance with his overall philosophy, he also did not
share the Jain concern with the subtle physical violence
accompanying every sexual act as a major argument for celibacy.30
However, he recommended brahmacarya, because he regarded
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sexual desire as the greatest distraction from the concentration on
the pure soul, the source of real happiness, particularly in this ìsexy
age,î to use N∂rubahenís words, but also because it generates the
willpower (åtma‹akti) that is necessary for the incessant application
of bhed j¤ån in everyday life.
The Jain lay vow of brahmacarya demands the observation of a
great number of ritualistic rules and regulations, such as observing
fast-days (po¶adha) four times a month and not eating at night (råtri
bhojana tyåga), although permitting work and other aspects of
householder life.31 From the point of view of A.M. Pa¢el, observing
such vows and fasts may be helpful, but is not necessary. In his
opinion, asceticism (tapasyå) cannot destroy karman, which can only
come to fruition naturally.32 Only the stoppage (sa√vara) of the
influx of new karman through non-attachment and the constant
awareness of the pure self combined with the process of automatic
fruition of the already accumulated karman can liberate. He rejected
therefore all the physical exertions and ritualistic formulae
associated with the Jain practice of brahmacarya and emphasised
that, like Kæ¶ƒa, ideally, a true j¤ån∂ practices brahmacarya
spontaneously in his everyday life.33
A.M. Pa¢el initiated nevertheless twenty-seven celibate male
disciples (brahmacår∂) which he called åptaputras, true spiritual sons
of the one with the speech of truth (åptavåƒ∂). Later, an å‹ram,
called Sa√yamdhåm, abode of restraint, was constructed for the
åptaputras in S∂Δgod, some 40 km away from Surat. At present, ten
åptaputras who have vowed to practice celibacy for the rest of their
lives live there to practise constant awareness of the soul. They are
provided with all material necessities by the local Åptaputra Trust
and undertake long journeys to the U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain,
East Africa and Oceania (Fiji, New Zealand, Australia) to preach
the teachings of the Dådå to their Gujaråt∂-speaking followers at
cåturmås, the four month period of the traditional Jain monsoon
retreat, during which most of the important religious festivals are
celebrated.34 However, during most of the year they continue to
work in their chosen professions.35 All of the presently twenty-two
surviving åptaputras were initiated by the Dådå in their early twenties.
Another twelve åptaputras which were initiated by A.M. Pa¢el himself
live with their families which have not yet given them permission to
leave for the å‹ram. Some of the åptaputras told me that in future
no more brahmacår∂s will be initiated, because only the Dådå was
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able to do that. These conceptions are obviously designed to enhance
the status of the remaining åptaputras of A.M. Pa¢el. But they also
prevent Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el from initiating his own celibate disciples.36
N∂rubahen Am∂n, by contrast, initiated some thirty-five male
and female åptaputras up to the year 2001. She permits them to
take the vow of brahmacarya either lifelong or only for a limited
period. Before the proper initiation of a lifelong brahmacår∂∂ or
brahmacårin∂ a five-year probation period is customarily observed. If
someone comes to N∂rubahen and asks her to accept him or her as
a lifelong brahmacår∂ or brahmacårin∂, she will ask the individual first
to attempt to live for five years ìas ifî being a brahmacår∂. Only after
the successful completion of the probation is the initiation
conducted with a small informal ritual. The candidate first touches
the feet of a statue of S∂mandhar Svåm∂, then states the intention
to become a brahmacår∂ or brahmacårin∂, whereupon N∂rubahen utters
several times ì‹uddhåtmå,î pure soul/self, and then transmits to
the candidate her inner strength by silently reciting the secret mantra
that was given to her by the Dådå and by blessing the freshly initiated
candidate, who bows down to touch her feet. Formally initiated
brahmacår∂s of A.M. Pa¢el and N∂rubahen give up tailored clothing
and permanently wear a simple white cotton garment which is
nowadays the only outward characteristic of a Akram Vij¤ån
brahmacår∂, white being the colour of purity. The brahmacårin∂s,
however, continue to wear normal clothes, as did the Dådå himself.
The first brahmacår∂ of N∂rubahen was Dipakbhå∂ Ghardas Deså∂
(born 1954), a softly-spoken textile engineer from Vavåniyå, the
home town of ›r∂mat Råjcandra, who was attracted to A.M. Pa¢elís
teachings in 1971 by N∂rubahen and ìgiven the j¤ånî by ìthe Dådåî
in 1977. Dipakbhå∂ became the first åptaputra initiated by N∂rubahen
and is recognised as her dedicated successor ìby the Dådåís word.î
It is said that in future he may become self-realised himself. He
masters great influence amongst the predominantly male brahmacår∂
community which once resided in his apartment in Ahmedabad.
Most temporary brahmacår∂s live a normal life with their families.
However, the majority of the ca. thirty lifelong åptaputras and
åptaputr∂s have never married and lived ìlike a familyî together with
D∂pakbhå∂ Deså∂ and N∂rubahen Am∂n in their apartments in
Ahmedabad and Mumba∂. Recently, N∂rubahenís core following of
celibate males and females has moved together into a new apartment
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block in Ahmedabad, which also houses a newly consecrated temple.
All of them either work during the day, or live on the interest of
their personal wealth to devote all their time to the propagation of
the Dådåís message. There is no practice of begging alms or giving
donations in order to accumulate merit in the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg.
The åptaputras and åptaputr∂s work for their own spiritual progress,
by individually performing a number of religious practices based
on idiosyncratic reinterpretations of Jain rituals such as the fortyeight minutes meditative introspection (såmåyika) and the rite of
repentance (pratikramaƒa), or they simply read the edited
discourses of the Dådå alone or collectively after dinner for one to
two hours (ca. 20.30-21.30). Their main religious exercise is,
however, the attempt to maintain a constant awareness (jågrati) of
the soul for twenty-four hours a day, a practice which is also
conceived as a form of internal asceticism (bhåva tapas).
In addition, they do ìthe Dådåís workî for the religious
community as a whole by organising ‹ibirs, which are informal
meetings of ca. 1000 devotees that are held in the evenings from
ca. 18.00-24.00 four or five times per month, where videos of A.M.
Pa¢elís discourses are shown and discussed, satsaΔgas or questionand-answer sessions, and yåtrås, or pilgrimages, which are effectively
sightseeing tours with N∂rubahen or D∂pakbhå∂ which allow their
followers to bond with them. They also edit, transcribe and translate
the Dådåís taped discourses for publication, publish the community
journal Dådåvåƒ∂, organise communications, maintain websites and
generally organise the infrastructure of the still rather informally
organised community.
Apart from N∂rubahen, only seven åptaputras currently hold
satsaΔgs on their own, and four to five work full time for the Dådå
Bhagvån Foundation Trust. Because the parents of interested girls
often do not allow their daughters to live a communal life ìwithout
protection,î there are only seven åptaputr∂s at the moment. Some
of the åptaputr∂s also left the group after one year to marry. The
åptaputr∂s supervise the cooking of the communal vegetarian meals
by ca. thirty-five Bråhmiƒ girls, who do the menial work, and
generally look after the communal household, which is also called
religious service (sevå). The living arrangements are rather informal,
although men and women live of course in different rooms, since
the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg doesnít believe in rules and regulations,
which ìonly create transgressions.î
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In 1999, the new Mahåvideha T∂rthadhåma in Ahmedabad
became the main centre for communal living and worship. Similar
ëå‹ramsí exist today in five places: VaŒodarå (4), Råjko¢, Surat, ValsaŒ
and New Delhi. Other members of the cult also live temporarily
together with the celibate disciples of N∂rubahen. The desire to be
close to her and the ideal of a communal living currently inspires
large building projects such as the enclosed Akram Vij¤ån Mårg
compound of a Tri-Mandir temple (consecrated on the 29.12.2002),
apartments and service facilities for communal living in Adalaj 18
miles north of Ahmedabad, called S∂mandhar City, which is under
construction. It will be used not only by the brahmacår∂s and pilgrims
but also as retirement accommodation by expatriate Gujaråt∂
mahåtmås from America, Great Britain and East Africa. For financing
this project a special S∂mandhar Svåm∂ Årådhanå Trust has been
established.

Mahåtmå
Individuals who have been graced by the Dådå with the experience
of the pure self (‹uddhåtmå) are called mahåtmås. This experience
is ëreceivedí through the participation in the collective j¤ån vidhi,
the ritual of knowledge, which is nowadays preceded by an initiation ritual, called samarpaƒ, or surrender. Anyone who is eighteen
years of age, vegetarian, abstinent from alcohol, and who practises
sexual continence (exclusive commitment to wife or husband) qualifies for the ritual transformation into a mahåtmå, irrespective of
sex, caste, race, nationality, or religion.37 Since the Akram Vij¤ån
movement emphasises its spiritual and non-institutional character,
it rejects the term initiation (d∂k¶å), which implies the existence of
an organisation. Rather than establishing membership in an institution, the j¤ån vidhi aims at the spiritual transformation of the candidates from the state of ignorance to the state of intuitive knowledge of the true self. However, a closer look at the two crucial elements of the ritual as performed by N∂rubahen Am∂n, the vow of
surrender in the presence of a j¤ån∂ or his medium and the active
participation in the subsequent j¤ån vidhi, show all the hallmarks of
a classical initiation or conversion ritual. N∂rubahen Am∂n says that
without the formal vow of surrender, which is preceded by the enlistment of the name and address of the candidate, no spiritual
energy and moral instruction can be transmitted and received, be499
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cause it is predicated on the correct devotional attitude. Moreover,
whoever has been initiated by N∂rubahen will lose the knowledge if
he or she participates in the rite of Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el and vice versa.
The samarpaƒ ceremony is clearly regarded as the formal condition
for the success of the rite and effectively functions as an initiation
into a more or less exclusive cult community. Until the year 2001,
N∂rubahen Am∂n has initiated ca 50,000 mahåtmås world-wide, 5000
in Britain alone. However, she concedes that ìof course not all are
practising, in Britain maybe 100-500.î38 The precise number of initiations performed by A.M. Pa¢el and Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el is not known.

The Ritual of Knowledge
The j¤ån vidhi can only be performed by åtmåj¤ån∂s or by a specially
qualified medium such as N∂rubahen Am∂n who has also been
honoured with the title åtmåj¤ån∂. The rite in the present form is
an expanded and formalised version of the first public performances
of the ritual by A.M. Pa¢el in 1968. Between 1970-1983 the initially
unstructured ritual séance was rationalised and augmented through
the incorporation of preparatory songs and prayers, composed by
the poet Navn∂t Pa¢el from Bombay and by N∂rubahen Am∂n, and
by explanatory lectures. Today, the schematic structure of the entire ritual, in which I participated myself three times between 19971999,39 involves four stages, including the registration of newcomers, the opening lecture, and a concluding communal meal, called
prasåd. The ritual of knowledge as such, the third stage, comprises
again four parts, with the original j¤ån vidhi, here called bhed j¤ån
vidhi, sandwiched between an extensive prelude followed by the
initiation rituals (samarpaƒa), and the concluding explanation of
the five basic precepts (på¤ca åj¤å) for the attainment of salvation
to the new mahåtmås. The structure of the ritual as a whole corresponds well to the famed tripartite analytical scheme of Hubert
and Mauss (1898/1981) which inspired van Gennep and Turner:
entry-consecration-exit, which is replicated within the middle section again. The key ritual, the bhed j¤ån vidhi, lasts about forty-eight
minutes, or one muhμurta, while the entire ritual takes about four
hours:40
A. registration of new candidates
B. lecture on the meaning and effect of the j¤ån vidhi
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C. j¤ån vidhi: rite of knowledge
1. prelude (ca. 10 minutes)
a. everything of mine is surrendered (song)
b. invitation to the Gods to come (song)
c. invitation to the Dådå and S∂mandhar Svåm∂ to speak
through N∂rubahen
d. request to the Dådå for strength
2. samarpaƒ: initiation of new candidates (ca. 20 minutes)
3. bhed j¤ån vidhi: ritual separation of soul and body (48 minutes)
4. på¤c åj¤å: explanation of the five precepts (ca. 45 minutes)
D. prasåd: communal meal

(A) Registration
The j¤ån vidhi is a collective public ritual for the transformation of
newcomers into mahåtmås, which can only be performed in the
presence of an åtmåj¤ån∂. However, the entire congregation of local mahåtmås following N∂rubahen Am∂n (or Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el: the
two groups never mix) actively takes part in the ceremony. The
underlying idea is that the more often a mahåtmå participates in
the ritual the stronger and longer-lasting will be its effects. For any
local congregation, the visit of the åtmåj¤ån∂ is rare, and the j¤ån
vidhi is always a special event of his/her schedule (during each visit
only one or two j¤ån vidhis are performed). The participation in
the ritual is therefore seen as a unique chance to directly experience an intuitive insight into the inner pure soul.
The event usually takes place between 2-6 p.m. on a Saturday
or Sunday and is advertised through e-mail lists, leaflets and small
announcements in local Gujaråt∂ newspapers. The venue is either
a rented public hall or ñ if the congregation is small ñ a living room
in the house of dedicated mahåtmås. The hall is usually not
decorated at all, except for an improvised shrine for the Dådå with
a flower-rimmed photograph of A.M. Pa¢el at the centre beneath a
depiction of S∂mandhar Svåm∂, flanked by images of ›iva and Kæ¶ƒa.
In front of this shrine, a small marble statue of S∂mandhar Svåm∂ is
placed, usually on a table with a chair next to it; and on the left
side, somewhat removed from the shrine, is a divan or a sofa chair
covered with white cloth next to a microphone. In front of this
ritual ëstageí separate seating areas are demarcated with sheets of
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white cloth for men on the right side and for women on the left
side of the central passage to the shrine. Placed at the back of the
room and along the walls are chairs for the elderly, and for officials
and guests of honour.
The ritual infrastructure and the material arrangements of the
ritual are prepared by the principal local male mahåtmås who usually
wear a plain white cotton dress on the day to indicate their special
role. At the point of entering the hall or the house in which the
ceremony is held, they request new candidates for initiation to write
their name and address on a list which is later used to individually
call them for the samarpaƒ ritual. This list represents the only
documentary evidence of discipleship or membership and also
functions as a mailing list. The majority of the participants of the
j¤ån vidhi are mahåtmås who have already undergone the initiation
ceremony and do not need to repeat it. Many families with children
attend and the atmosphere is informal, warm and welcoming and
permeated by an egalitarian spirit. The only requirement for joining
the congregation is the removal of the shoes. The ceremony is open
to non-participating observers as well.

(B) Lecture
N∂rubahen Am∂n conducts all her engagements with the support
of her personal attendant Brahmacår∂ Dimple Mahetå, an ex-stock
broker from Mumba∂ in his late 20s who serves her in the same way
as she once served the Dådå A.M. Pa¢el. Dimple orchestrates the
ritual performance with a second microphone. Once the majority
of the congregation has assembled he is the first to enter the stage
to give a short lecture to the newcomers on the structure and the
aim of the ritual.
At the outset, he explains that the rite as such consists of three
parts: (1) the initiation of new candidates through the surrender
(samarpaƒ) of all worldly possessions to ìthe Dådå,î that is the pure
soul; (2) the forty-eight minute long bhed j¤ån vidhi, a collective
meditation on the qualities of the soul, wherein ìthe Dådåî says a
sentence and everyone else repeats unisono what he said in order to
generate the conscious or unconscious experience of the
separateness of the pure soul from the body (bhed j¤ån) or right
insight (samyak dar‹an); and (3) the explanation of the five precepts
(på¤c åj¤å) which, if applied correctly in everyday life, can lead to
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salvation at the feet of S∂mandhar Svåm∂ after only one more rebirth.
Dimple emphasises that, despite the enlisting of names and the
ensuing vow of allegiance to S∂madhar Svåm∂, the rite is not an
initiation ñ not even a ritual ñ because the Dådå did not crave for
disciples nor for the creation of a cult, but simply offered his
assistance for the evocation of the immediate experience of the
soul in everyone through the direct transmission of his unique
spiritual energy.41 It is a necessary precondition that those who desire
to be graced with samyak dar‹an by him have to assume an attitude
of devotion to him and S∂mandhar Svåm∂ and surrender all worldly
attachments.
After the short overview of the structure of the rite, Dimple
indicates the page numbers of the texts which will be recited during
the first part of the ritual from a small booklet with the title Caraƒ
Vidhi, foot worship, which had been distributed among the
congregation. This booklet is the main ritual manual of the Akram
Vij¤ån movement and owned by every dedicated follower. It contains
a collection of ritual texts, such as the ëJ¤ån Såk¶åtkårí Påmelåo Må¢en∂
Ni‹cay-Vyavahår Caraƒ Vidhi, the Real-Relative Worship of the Feet
(of the Dådå) for obtaining a ëClear Vision of the Knowledge,í which
gave the compilation its name.42 The exact words of this text in
particular should be recited daily by all mahåtmås as a means of
concentration on the pure self.
Parts of the text, called Åtmå Såmåyik, are also recited by the
medium N∂rubahen Am∂n in the crucial bhed j¤ån section of the
j¤ån vidhi during which she utters isolated sentences or whole
sections of the text which the assembly then repeats unisono. The
selection, sequence and number of sentences vary from performance
to performance. However, almost all sentences can be found in the
J¤ån Såk¶åtkår text, and certain sections at the beginning and the
end are usually recited entirely as printed in the book. The text is
never recited exactly in its printed form, because the words of
N∂rubahen Am∂n are supposed to come directly from ìthe Dådåî
and not from a book. Dimple Mahetå sometimes points out in his
introductory lecture that, in order to safeguard the immediacy of
the experience, the j¤ån vidhi itself should not be taped nor
photographed, in contrast to the satsaΔgs, the congregational
question-and-answer sessions for the discursive clarification of
doubts, which are nowadays always filmed on video. Regular
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participants of the j¤ån vidhi are familiar with most of the sentences
they encounter during the bhed j¤ån ritual. But beginners find it
difficult to remember everything they hear. The increasing
familiarisation with the procedures and texts of the rituals is
regarded as part of the long-term process of induction.

(C) J¤ån Vidhi
The ritual proper is conducted by N∂rubahen Am∂n herself, with
support from Dimple. At some stage during Dimpleís speech she
suddenly appears without any formalities and climbs on her divan.43
Often she is greeted by dedicated female devotees who bow to her
feet and adorn her with flower garlands in order to receive her
blessings.
Prelude

(1) The rite begins with the invocation of the Dådå and the
Gods. The opening sequence has a fixed form. It consists of four
elements: First, the congregation requests, through the collective
chanting of devotional songs and mantras, the Gods to be present,
and then invites the Dådå and S∂mandhar, who are invariably
perceived as an inseparable unit, to reside in N∂rubahen and to
speak through her and to transfer to everyone present the direct
knowledge of the pure soul.
(a) First, the members of the congregation bow to A.M. Pa¢el,
the manifest supreme God, and announce their heartfelt desire to
surrender all their worldly attachments and possession to the
ëomniscientí44 Dådå Bhagavån with the song Sarvasva Amårμu≈ Arpaƒ
Che - Everything of Mine is Surrendered:45
Everything of mine is surrendered,
surrendered to you almighty, to your holy feet;
for spiritual bliss supreme bliss,
as a devotee of this realised soul, to his holy feet.
The shadowy illusions of mind, speech, and body,
of internal actions, habitual actions, and material actions;
accept these childlike delusions,
allow me to surrender this battlefield of life
to none other but you.
Everything of mine is surrendered.
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The pearls of the nectar of knowledge,
are picked by the swan in the lake of pride;
in the light of this ëdivine eye,í
of truth, bliss, and beauty.
Everything of mine is surrendered.
What an offering of the sun this is!
In the cool rays of the moon;
with a ëbalanced mindí dispose of,
the conflicts arising within.
Everything of mine is surrendered.
Day and night, dawn and dusk,
how wonderful is their regularity!
The ebb and tide of the ocean of the mind,
is determined by ënatural lawí and ëorder.í
Everything of mine is surrendered.
Let life be one ëvision,í
but the ësoulí is the eternal mirror;
ëtransactionsí may be with millions,
but ëabsolute determinationí be only in the almighty.
Everything of mine is surrendered.
For the liberation of the ëunenlightened soul,í the ëpure
soulí is awakened;
extraordinary, ëbeyond the reach of the sensesí
and full of joy,
bright light in body and mind.
Everything of mine is surrendered.
Who opens the gate of liberation,
ëthe path of immediate understandingí never seen before;
O realised supreme soul in visible form,
ëyouí are my ëpure soul.í
Everything of mine is surrendered.
The song recalls the basic principles of the Akram Vij¤ån
doctrine and expresses the longing of the worshippers to identify
with the manifest self-realised soul of A.M. Pa¢el.
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(b) Now the Gods, that is the twenty-four Jain t∂rthaΔkaras, are
invited to come and to listen to the Omniscient one with the song
Devone Åvåhan - Invitation to the Gods to come:
There is darkness of a million years, but it will disperse in a
moment of sixty seconds, this insoluble unbreakable knowledge,
will reveal itself in the form of light. Thirty-three million Goddesses
and Gods,46 will come for peace, for the equanimity of the pure
soul, which the extraordinary ìknowerî will bring.
To the voice of ëDådå Bhagavån,í the T∂rthaΔkaras are listening,
at the holy feet of the Omniscient, the soul will find peace. I am
surrounded by the flames of the forest fire, the whole universe is
ablaze, an underground spring full of compassion, sprinkles cool
water. The nectar-like speech of Bhagavån, will extinguish (the fire)
by becoming cool water, the perfect twenty-four all together, ëtruth,
consciousness and blissí is ëthatí knower. O√ hæ√ I go to the
omniscient Dådå Bhagavån to take refuge.
These words are not really sung but recited in a peculiar singsong which stretches each word and puts great emphasis on certain
words by rising pitch, volume and melody. The words dev∂-devatå, or
gods and goddesses, are chanted particularly loud and at a high
pitch, and the singing is performed deliberately off-key. It is at this
moment that N∂rubahen, who participates in the incantations of
the first song with her hands folded, begins to turn inward and to
recite a special mantra, only known to her, while looking around in
a slightly agitated way. When the words dev∂-devatå are mentioned,
she holds her folded hands up and, for a short moment only, moves
them in a dance-like circular motion over her head, a very slow
controlled expression of ecstasy, while occasionally rolling her eyes
until a single hiccup invariably indicates that a connection has been
established. The following Sanskrit mantra is then collectively recited
several times:
ìO√ hæ√ Dådå bhagavån sarvaj¤a ‹araƒa√ gacchåmi.î
ìO√ hæ√, I go to the omniscient Dådå Bhagavån to take refuge.î

(c) After the two opening songs, both the Dådå and S∂mandhar
Svåm∂ are requested by N∂rubahen and the congregation together
to come and to reside in N∂rubahen, by reciting the following
sentence once:
he dådå bhagavån, he ‹r∂ s∂mandhar svåm∂ prabhu, åp ah∂≈ padhåro,
n∂rμu bolnå kaƒ¢he viråjo. åp bolåvo ane hamo badhå bol∂‹u≈.
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O Dådå Bhagavån, O ›r∂ S∂mandhar Svåm∂ Lord, come here and
place your voice in N∂ruís throat. You cause us to speak and we will
all speak.

The Dådå is now assumed to be present within N∂rubahen.
However, outwardly N∂rubahen acts normal, and no-one could tell
that she is, or acts, at this very moment, as a medium of the Dådå,
the incarnate pure self-realised soul.
In many ways, the invocation of the Dådå is the most crucial
element of the entire ritual because without his presence it is bound
to be ineffective. The use of the word N∂ru instead of the respectful
N∂rubahen indicates that, in the first place, N∂rubahen herself invites
S∂mandhar Svåm∂ and the Dådå to manifest themselves within her.
The capacity of the medium N∂rubahen to become temporarily
ëpossessedí by the Dådå, or rather of becoming his incarnation
(avatåra), and thus endowed with his energy, 47 is said to be
predicated on her knowledge of a secret mantra which A.M. Pa¢el
gave her before he died. ëDådåí Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el, on the other hand,
claims to be a j¤ån∂ in his own right.
(d) The opening phase of the rite of knowledge terminates
with the collective request to the Dådå to evoke the direct
experience of the soul in everyone present and to give the strength
to all mahåtmås to perpetually maintain the experiential state of
being a pure soul. This request is expressed in form of a selfsuggestive formula which is uttered several times, first by N∂rubahen
herself, and then repeated with great vigour by the whole
congregation:
hu≈ ni‹cay nirƒayth∂ keva¸ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈.
With absolute resolve and determination I am only a pure soul.

The end of the prelude to the rite is marked by the twofold
recitation of a long drawn out o√ and consecutive shouts of ìjay
saccidånandî - ìvictory to truth, consciousness and bliss.î

Surrender
(2) At this point, Dimple takes the candidate list and calls the
neophytes up to dedicate themselves to the Dådå and S∂mandhar
Svåm∂ formally in the presence of N∂rubahen, who now descends
from her divan to place herself on the chair next to the small
S∂mandhar Svåm∂ statue on the table in the centre of the room,
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holding a copy of the list with the names of the new candidates for
initiation. The candidates then form a queue and wait to be invited
by Dimple to step up to the statue, either one after the other or in
pairs. N∂rubahen sits now with folded hands next to the statue,
sometimes rolling her eyes in a strange way to indicate that she is, at
this moment, in direct spiritual contact with the Dådå and with
S∂mandhar Svåm∂. While the rest of the congregation chants
devotional songs with hands folded, the first one or two candidates
step to the statue, take off their glasses if they wear any (the contact
with the j¤ån∂ should be non-mediated), and decorate the statue
with flowers, or necklaces, which are at hand. Then they bow to
S∂mandhar with folded hands and put their heads on the table.
Ideally, the closed eyes of the initiate should touch the toe of
S∂mandhar to enable the direct transmission of his knowledgerevealing power. However, to facilitate the procedures, this practice
is omitted. N∂rubahen and her attendant only make sure that the
heads of the candidates firmly touch the tabletop. Often they press
the candidatesí heads down with their hands. Then the text of the
samarpaƒ, or self-offering, dedicated to the Dådå and S∂mandhar,
is read out by the åptaputra in a business-like tone and repeated,
sentence by sentence, by the candidates. N∂rubahen looks on,
smilingly, with folded hands, making sure, that the direct link to
S∂mandhar is maintained:
O Dådå Bhagvån, O ›r∂ S∂mandhar Svåm∂ Lord!48 Whatever I
_________ [insert your name] call mine, my thought, speech, and
body, is all illusion (måyå) [I am a pure soul].
I surrender all my inner actions, outward actions, and reflex actions49
at your holy feet, you are the revealed God in the form of the supreme
soul.

After repeating these words, which are sometimes recited in
English if the candidate does not speak Gujaråt∂, each neophyte
receives a rose with a very strong scent. With the rose in the hands
he or she returns to the floor and sits with eyes closed, silently
repeating ì‹uddhåtmå, ‹uddhåtmå ...,î ìpure self, pure self ...î
The initiations are witnessed by the whole congregation which
participates in the ceremony by singing devotional songs. Already
initiated mahåtmås are instructed to silently repeat the dedication
themselves to reconfirm their commitment. The ritualised public
surrender represents obviously not just a form of inner devotion,
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but also a formal initiation into the cult of the Dådå, despite all
exclamations to the contrary by N∂rubahen and Kanubhå∂. The most
obvious proof of this evident fact is the list of addresses, which
effectively functions as a membership list, and enables the leaders
of the community to circulate leaflets and e-mails with updates on
the travels of N∂rubahen Am∂n and her dedicated successor
D∂pakbhå∂ Deså∂.

Knowledge of Separation
(3) The main part of the j¤ån vidhi, the induction of the
experience of the distinctness of soul and body (bheda j¤åna), now
begins. While N∂rubahen climbs back on her divan, Dimple explains
that the following main part of the ritual, the forty-eight-minuteslong bhed j¤ån ritual is a ëscientific experimentí that is conceived as
an attempt to separate body and soul in the experience of the
participants, and to empower them to directly realise their own self
with the help of the spiritual energy of the Dådå which is transmitted
through his words, which have to be repeated exactly in the same
way as they are uttered. Dimple stresses the crucial importance of
non-mediated experience for the success of the experiment. Any
interference by the intellect will preclude the mind from the
requisite emotional experience ëof the heartí which is the real key
to religious understanding. In this respect, the bhed j¤ån vidhi
consciously departs from all other, officially less important, parts of
the j¤ån vidhi, especially from the framing lectures, which emphasise
the significance of cognitive understanding of the meaning of the
ritual and of the complex Jain, Vai¶ƒava and to a lesser extent ›aivaite
philosophical terminology employed therein, which not everyone
will immediately understand.
Paradoxically, it is emphasised by the Akram Vij¤ån movement
that the Dådåís ëpure speech,í i.e. words charged with spiritual
energy which should be repeated but not reflected upon, should
always be in his native Gujaråt∂; which automatically limits the circle
of potential followers. This is somewhat awkward, because many
young expatriate Gujaråt∂s in East Africa, Great Britain and the
U.S.A. understand English better than Gujaråt∂. This is another
reason why emotional understanding is privileged over cognitive
understanding. However, the official explanations of the meaning
of the ritual before and after the bhed j¤ån vidhi are given - according
to the audience - either in Gujaråt∂, Hind∂, or English.
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Social Anthropologists such as Victor Turner (1986) emphasised
that the experiences of others can only be understood through
their expressions.50 A.M. Pa¢el similarly stressed that transcendental
experience is only transmittable from one person to another through
language. However, he argued that only the ëpure languageí of the
Unattached One (v∂taråg∂) can function as a medium for the
transmission of the subtle emotions and energies that are required
for the realisation of direct insight (sa√j¤å) without the interference
of the intellect, not the conventional ërelative languageí of everyday
life. Not the communication of symbolic meanings, but the
transmission of living energy produces the intended
transformation.51 However, to create the effect of insight, the
structure of the j¤ån vidhi systematically combines songs and
repetitions of suggestive phrases with reflective discourse, and
alternates between ërelative languageí and ëtranscendental languageí
and the corresponding ëabsolute point of viewí (ni‹caya naya) and
ërelative point of viewí (vyavahåra naya).52 It can be analysed as a
ritual which transforms the amorphous lived experience (Erlebnis)
of the participants of the bhed j¤ån vidhi into a reflected experience
(Erfahrung), that is in an object of conscious reflection and selfinterpretation in the light of the presented teachings of A.M.
Pa¢el.53 The bhed j¤ån ritual can, if at all, only be effective if it is
embedded in a context of framed antecedent preconceptions and
subsequent reflections. It is merely the central or liminal phase of
the bhed j¤ån vidhi, where the Dådå by speaking directly through
N∂rubahen ëtransmits his knowledgeí and graces all those in the
congregation who resolved to surrender their worldly existence to
the inner God, with the awakening of the experiential knowledge
of the self. The psychological precondition for the perceived efficacy
of this rite is the attitude of surrender and the assumption of an
undisturbed steady state of equanimity (såmåyika), open for a direct
inner experience, not mediated by the intellect or by written words.
Some effects of relaxation are already produced through the twenty
minutes of chanting during the samarpaƒ rite. Others are produced
through the participation in the performance itself.
At the beginning of the forty-eight minutes long bhed j¤ån ritual
N∂rubahen asks the participants to close their eyes and to repeat, as
good as they can, what will be said without attempting to understand
its meaning: ìthe meaning is not important, no intellect should
become between the words of the Dådå and the receptive souls of
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the congregation.î Then she closes her eyes and suddenly begins
to raise her voice, saying: ìhu≈ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈î ñ ìI am a pure
soul.î The whole congregation repeats: ìhu≈ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈î ñ ìI
am a pure soul.î After a few repetitions of the same sentence, which
often marks the beginning of the bhed j¤ån ritual, she switches to
another, similar sentence, such as: ìhu≈ param jyoti svarμup siddha
bhagavån chu≈î ñ ìI am the supreme light, the self-realised Lord,î
and so on. Although most sentences can be found in the Åtmå
Såmåyik text of the ritual manual Caraƒ Vidhi, the sequencing of
these sentences is different at every occasion, and while some
sentences of this text are not uttered at all, new sentences are
included. Many of the sentences that are not printed in the ritual
manual contain the suggestion of being liberated from oneís sins
(påpa), and particularly from the obstinate mohan∂ya karmans, the
delusion-inducing karmans, which, according to Jain doctrine,
prevent the true perception of reality and the soul. Most sentences
are shouted out more than once by N∂rubahen, who uses a
microphone, to be repeated in exactly the same way by the
congregation. The entire forty-eight minutes long séance consists of
a frenetic dialogic repetition of such auto-suggestive utterances.
The intensity of N∂rubahenís delivery varies. The pitch, volume,
speed, rhythm, and melody of her manner of speaking are imitated
by the congregation. Most sentences are pronounced in an unusual
way and often shouted in a fast, hypnotic rhythm which leaves little
time for taking breath or thought. This exhaustive technique induces
hyperventilation and heavy breathing, which on its own can lead to
experiences of relaxation. Some elderly devotees invariably fall
asleep. Dimple Mahetå, who does not participate in the rite himself,
therefore regularly patrols between the rows of the devotees and
scans the congregation with his eyes to make sure that everyone has
the eyes closed and that no one is asleep. Sometimes he wakes
someone up or orders others to close their eyes.
The rapid and often changing rhythms and noise levels create
what Lévi-Strauss (1982 I: 31) would call a ëpure physiological time
of hearing.í They destroy the awareness of both diachronic time
and of discernible semantic meaning by forcing the participants,
on one level, to concentrate only on their breathing and the proper
mechanical repetition of the phrases in an extended present, while,
at the same time, stimulating the self to observe itself observing the
ritual mechanics from the outside.54 After a while, the utterances
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of the language of truth (åptavåƒ∂) which supposedly ëcommunicateí
the experience of direct insight (samyaktva)55 are not perceived as
semantically meaningful elements anymore but as mantra-like vehicles
of meditation.56 In fact, the word mantra is used for certain phrases
by N∂rubahen Am∂n herself, although the sequential changes of her
delivery do not conform to the formulaic format of mantras.57 Maybe
the best comparison is with the experience of music58 which, in the
words of Lévi-Strauss (1982 I: 31, 51), is coexistent with the emotive
function and ëtranscends the dimension of the articulate language.í
This is here achieved not through the regression to the phonemic
dimension of language but through the meta-linguistic perception
of morphemes, units of signification, as phonemes,59 that is as
intrinsically non-significant (but not arbitrary) elements of
transcendental ritual communication, which Frits Staal (1993: 267)
called ìlanguage used in a pre-language fashion.î60
In the case of N∂rubahen, the pre-linguistic use of language is
predicated on a deliberate state of possession. Dumont (1980: 270)
highlighted the ìimportance of institutionalized possession of a man
by a god (or several gods)î in popular Hinduism, and in bhakti
religiosity in particular, where he observes the phenomenon of entasis:
It is true that ëmeditationí also recalls the ritual identification of the
priest with the god ..., and also that the bhakta does not prophesy as
does the possessed. Yet it remains that both possession, a functional
feature of folk religion, and bhakti, a characteristic of many sects,
rest upon a common psychological condition, and that bhakti takes
up in more or less sublimated form an aspect of common religion
ignored by Brahmanic orthodoxy. We must remember that
possession by a god is in popular religion one of the circumstances
in which the divine resolves itself into an individuality. Even though
it underwent a thorough intellectual elaboration, identification with
a god was given in immediate experience (p. 283f.).

During the entire bhed j¤ån vidhi N∂rubahen speaks with the
voice of the Dådå, which outwardly manifests itself in the strange
oscillation of the pitch in her voice. It is said that she does not know
where she is at the time, but she would not confirm this herself, but
merely say that the Dådå is always with her. N∂rubahen admits that
it is difficult to maintain the experience of being a pure soul
continuously for forty-eight minutes, and that the Dådå does not
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always directly speak through her during the entire rite. She says,
sometimes he comes only for a few moments, but this is enough.
N∂rubahen says she is only an instrument (nimitta). The words she
utters are the actual words of the Dådå, who speaks through her.
These very words were apparently heard for the first time by
A.M. Pa¢el during his enlightenment experience. They are the
words of the pure soul whose effect cannot be explained but only
experienced. However, it is the power transmitted by these words,
not the words themselves, through which the knowledge of
separation (bhed j¤ån) is mysteriously transferred to the initiates.61
It is said that many have tried to perform the j¤ån vidhi themselves,
by memorising and repeating the phrases that were recurrently
used by the Dådå and N∂rubahen, yet they remained unsuccessful,
because the authoritative power (‹akti) is missing, which only a
person who has already experienced the j¤ån itself can have.62
According to Jaina and Sa≈khyå-inspired interpretations, all speech
is ìtotally material,î that is a manifestation of karman. However, the
speech of the Dådå is special because it is the unattached speech
(vitaråga våƒ∂) of a self-realised pure soul: ìour speech articulates
after touching the conscious-manifested (chetan-pragat)
paramatman and therefore it is spiritual (living),î ìOur speech is
real and living Saraswati. It burns to ashes othersí sins of infinite
(cycles of) births. Our speech is absolutely free from attachmentî
(A.M. Pa¢el, in Shah 1983: 71).
Though many mahåtmås insist that it is S∂mandhar himself who
speaks through the Dådå and now through N∂rubahen, the
doctrinally-trained brahmacår∂s insist that it is not S∂mandhar who
speaks, but that he is only present through our belief, devotion,
and surrender. However, they all assume that it was possible for the
Dådå to communicate with S∂mandhar through a subtle body
(suk¶ma ‹ar∂ra), technically called conveyance body (åhåraka
‹ar∂ra),63 which he detached from his body in his dreams to ask
questions, sometimes returning with surprising answers.
The last part of the rite is fixed and the wording of the final
section identical with the last section of the published Åtmå Såmåyik
text:
O universally adored and fully manifested ‹uddhåtmå Bhagavån!
Let your enlightened congregation constantly dwell in me (repeated
3x). Let your enlightened right knowledge keep me aware of the
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pure self at every moment (3x). Instil in my heart the knowledge
that all gross circumstances, subtle circumstances, and
circumstances of speech, are (separate from me and) dependent
on external factors. Give me the strength not to interfere or quarrel
(with the natural order of things) (3x). Give me the strength to
perform only observation (3x). I only desire your grace (3x). Let
your lotus feet dwell in my heart (3x). I am a pure soul (25x). With
absolute resolve and determination I am only a pure soul! (2x).
Victory to truth, consciousness and bliss (5x).

The repeated collective shouts of ìhu≈ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈î - ìI am
a pure soulî - and ìjay saccidånandî - ìVictory to truth, consciousness
and blissî - which mark the end of the rite of separation are followed
by the extremely slow, trance-like recitation of the words: ìëhu≈
Vij¤ån svarμup chu≈î - ìI am by nature pure experiential knowledge,î
which formally state that the aim of the rite - the transmission of the
knowledge - has now been achieved. After the subsequent recitation
of the Tri-mantra - the Akram Vij¤ån version of the Jain Namaskåra
Mantra with additional references to Kæ¶ƒa and ›iva and the phrase
jay saccidånand - the whole congregation ecstatically chants the words
ìDådå bhagavånanå as∂m jay jaykår hoî - ìInfinite glory to Dådå
Bhagavånî - which are also said to destroy sins - faster and faster,
and the last time very slowly, for up to ten minutes. This is the
devotional praise (k∂rtan bhakti) of the now ëdirectly accessible
supreme selfí (pratyak¶a paramåtmå) (A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Pa¢el 1994:
77): ìWhen one sings it for a minimum of eight minutes onwards
and an optimum of forty-eight minutes, one starts feeling a taste of
nectarlike happiness within. It heals old wounds of insults, assaults
and sorrows of the worldly life. By doing it layers around the pure
soul get destroyedî (Shah 1995: 45).

ëActual experienceí
Some people get quite agitated during the forty-eight minutes of
meditative shouting. Some ecstatically shake their upper bodies.
Others fall into a kind of trance with a strong tendency to fall asleep.
I asked about fifty participants at various performances about their
experiences during and after the rite. Everyone said that it is difficult to describe the feelings experienced during ëthe separation.í
Most respondents, even stern believers, told me that - apart from
physical exhaustion caused by the intense shouting - they felt, like
myself, ënothingí or ëabsolutely nothing.í An educated Jain sceptic
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told me, he experienced the rite as a form of ëbrainwashing.í Some
people said, they experienced relaxation; some, that they perceived
lights; others, that the Dådå actually appeared and spoke to them;
or, generally, that they vaguely perceive things differently afterwards. One man in his thirties told me: ìI felt as if I was floating,
forgetting everything, thoughts, worries about money, relatives, etc.î
He also felt empowered by the transfer of the Dådåís energy
through the rite: ìWhen she says ë‹aktií,î he said, ìthen inspiring
energy is released for whatever you do.î Another man of similar
age said, he felt absolutely nothing during the process, but for two
or three days afterwards he felt incredibly light, and was truly able
to see the pure soul in everyone. Most respondents confessed their
ignorance, and merely repeated what N∂rubahen has said: ìDonít
listen to the words [that are uttered during the course of the ritual].
Their meaning is not intelligible at first, but understanding will
develop later, with more practice. No miracle happens [during the
rite].î
Several explanations are readily offered by the participants for
discrepancies between the promised insight into the true nature of
reality and actual experience. Most explanations cite the doctrine
of karman and of the hierarchy of karmically-inherited sensibilities
as the cause of different experiences. The three reasons that were
quoted most often to me were: (1) Differential karmic constitution:
people that are born with good karman, are more likely to consciously
experience the effect of Dådåís transmission of energy.64 (2) Failed
performance: the words have not been accurately repeated, or/
and the required inner devotional attitude was not realised. (3)
Latent efficacy: even those who are not consciously aware of any
experience have unconsciously gained the benefit of the separation
and will realise its effects later in their life.65 Whatever their individual
experience was, all participants were acutely aware of A.M. Pa¢elís
promise that whoever performs the rite secures for him/herself
the possibility of salvation within not more than two more lives. Even
those who were sceptical about the doctrine of the Akram Vij¤ån
movement wanted to make sure that they donít miss out and took
advantage of this opportunity as part of their spiritual insurance
policy.
The discourse on the presumed effects of the j¤ån vidhi is an
important part of the religious culture of the Akram Vij¤ån
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movement. The individual self-exploration of the promised changes
in the days and weeks after the ritual and the mutual communication
and interactive validation of (usually affirmative) self-observations
produces a self-confirming discourse amongst the believers which
forms the bedrock of the religious movement. It is based on the
preliminary acceptance of the premise that participation in the
ritual indeed produces conscious or unconscious effects. An
interesting, evidently well rehearsed, written account is available
from Juan C. Garcia from Spain, now a committed devotee, who
participated in a j¤ån vidhi in London in May 2002, following the
suggestion of an internet contact. He reports that he experienced
tremendous perceptual changes afterwards, although he could not
understand a word of what was said in the ëHinduí congregation.
He was, however, offered a short version of the vidhi in English
during a one-to-one encounter with N∂rubahen immediately after
the public programme:
In the beginning I didnít feel anything special not to mention the
normal feeling of relaxation after one hour meditation (with closed
eyes). I took the underground back to my hotel and when coming
out of the station I started to feel a sort of an unexpected euphoria
and joy coming from within. It was no longer a feeling of relaxation
due to meditation. I started to think that may be it could work for
me. On the way to the hotel I noticed that my whole awareness of
space and time was being changed, not being changed but more
like being destroyed. It was the first time in my life that I was no
longer sure that ìthatî called ìJuanî which was walking in the hotel
was me. This time it was not at all a play of intellectual concepts
borrowed from somebody else, it was a real experience happening
within me. ... Even sleeping I felt the touch of this Bliss which seemed
to sprout from the heart area. It was as if my heart was full of light
spreading this light all around me. I noticed that even my thoughts
were no longer so important and that they took the form of
visualisations which I could observe before [they were] effecting
me at all. ... When I looked at my hands I could observe them as
being separated from my real ìI.î The same happened with the
thoughts, and with all this ìdollî called Juan was doing. You could
even observe your words as coming out of your mouth automatically
(Garcia 2002).

Similar self-conscious, rationalised experiences are expressed
more informally in the form of oral autobiographical narratives that
are at various occasions shared and discussed by mahåtmås in the
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light of the doctrines of A.M. Pa¢el. These are learned, step-bystep, through the repeated contact with N∂rubahen (or Kanu Pa¢el)
and their brahmacår∂s, and by reading the published transcriptions
of the oral discourses of A.M. Pa¢el.66 The collectively-shared esoteric
experience of receiving the j¤ån, real or putative, and the accepting
egalitarian atmosphere of the community clearly lift the spirits of
the mahåtmås and trigger their magico-religious imagination, as the
following narrative of a dream experience by S. Pa¢el, an
approximately fifty-five year old man from Gujaråt who lives London,
illustrates:
A couple of weeks ago I had a dream that I was travelling to
S∂mandhar Svåm∂ in Mahåvideha K¶etra together with the Dådå.
There I was sitting at the giant feet of S∂mandhar. He was huge,
dressed with a crown and sitting cross-legged, just like the statue in
Ahmedabad. After a while, S∂mandhar slaps my front once with his
fingers just like this [he hits me gently on my front to demonstrate
what he felt] and I instantly gained kevalj¤ån (omniscience). The
feeling was indescribable and I cannot put it into words, since I also
cannot remember everything. But the dream experience is still very
vivid with me. For three days afterwards I felt extremely good. Of
course, this was just a dream. I have certainly not gained omniscience.
But only few people have such dreams.î67

In order to underline the last point he told me about a similar
dream soon thereafter:
Later, I dreamt I was again at the feet of S∂mandhar Svåm∂ together
with N∂rumå. I asked him when N∂rumå was to become omniscient.
S∂mandhar answered that she will not yet receive omniscience since
S∂mandhar wants her first to continue her religious work in
Bhåratk¶etra.

He said, he discussed this dream with N∂rumå and she said that
he must have had an experience of jåtismaraƒj¤ån that is he was
experiencing an event that happened in a previous life. In this way,
she put his claim to be able to communicate with S∂mandhara directly
(which would be the next step in doctrinal evolution) into
perspective, by implicitly contrasting it with the well-known belief
that only A.M. Pa¢el had the unique capability of contacting
S∂mandhar Svåm∂ in this life.68 That the message from S∂mandhar
was nevertheless correct was evidently the case because she had the
Dådåís assurance that she would ascent to Mahåvideha after this
life and gain omniscience.
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The mutual reinforcement of belief within the hothouse of the
closely monitored cultic atmosphere surrounding N∂rubahen Am∂n
and similarly Kanu Pa¢el is achieved through narratives such as this
which contribute to a discourse of mutual recognition of
charismatically qualified individuals with extraordinary religious
experiences. Through the catalyst of N∂rubahen and her entourage
of åptaputras the most unlikely claims can gain acceptability if they
accord with the doctrines of the movement. N∂rubahen Am∂n,
whose opinion is, qua status, always more respected than others,
effectively exercises a monopoly of interpretation. Her recognition
of narrated experiential claims can officially validate the reported
magico-religious messages that are received in dreams and visions.
This two-step procedure corresponds well to the pattern of
transmission of charisma through a guru which is superimposed
upon the initial processes of interactive validation of religious
charisma between institutionally unconstrained individuals who
meet as equals.69

Five precepts
(4) The main part of the rite has now been completed. The experience of the separation, which nominally transforms every devotee
into a mahåtmå, that is someone who has received the j¤ån directly
from the Dådå, has been imparted to the congregation. What remains to be answered is the question how to live a religious life
leading to salvation without renouncing the world. One of the main
attractions of the stepless path is that the mahåtmås continue to live
a normal householder life without being asked to renounce anything. Although their self-perception should have changed, outwardly they remain indistinguishable from anyone else. Only during religious ceremonies some male mahåtmås, usually the local community leaders, distinguish themselves from the rest of the congregation by wearing the same white clothes as the brahmacår∂s to indicate their dedication. When mahåtmås meet or talk on the phone
they also recognise each other by saying ìjay saccidånand,î just as
Vai¶ƒavaites say ìjay ‹r∂ kæ¶ƒaî and traditional Jains ìjay jinendra.î
The mere participation in the rite itself does, of course, not
secure final mok¶a. But it is believed that by creating the condition
of a non-attached way of life it offers the real possibility of achieving
so-called living mok¶a, or j∂vanmukti, and the prospect of being reborn
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at the feet of the currently living t∂rthaΔkara S∂mandhara Svåm∂ in
Mahåvideha K¶etra within no more than one or two lifetimes.
According to Jain doctrine, everyone has the opportunity of being
enlightened in the presence of a living t∂rthaΔkara, a process called
buddha-bodhita that is attributed to his/her70 great compassion, and
to achieve liberation thereafter. The question is how to get to
Mahåvideha K¶etra? Classical Jainism teaches that a better rebirth
can only be secured by reducing the karmic burden of an
individuaL.A.M. Pa¢el and his successors agree with this, but have a
different opinion about the way in which this is achieved. Not
asceticism or devotion, but the application of spiritual knowledge
and passionlessness in everyday life is the key. In this respect the
soteriology of the Akram Vij¤ån differs from the Vai¶ƒava approach.
A.M. Pa¢el has made the importance of the role of self-effort,
sandwiched between the initial gift of bhed j¤ån by the grace of the
j¤ån∂ and the final gift of sarvaj¤ån by the grace of S∂mandhar Svåm∂,
explicit in the following statement:
First I destroy all your blunders because by yourself it is impossible
for you. How do I do it? By placing my hand on your head and letting
Bhagawan (Dada Bhagawan the Lord of the 14 worlds) give his divine
grace (kripa). There after, you need to remove your mistakes
yourself. You will be able to see your own mistakes. Daily you will be
able to see 5, 50 or 100 faults of your own and thus these mistakes
will go on their own. Your realization of your self will increase as
your mistakes (faults) decreaseî (A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 1994: 34).

In order to provide an easy answer to the question of how to
remove oneís own mistakes, A.M. Pa¢el drafted a list of five precepts
(på¤ca åj¤å) which, if observed correctly in everyday life, would
inevitably lead to salvation, ideally within only two rebirths. The
precepts are explained immediately after the bhed j¤ån ritual. They
are formulated in colloquial language, but their meaning is cryptic
and unintelligible without supplementary explanations, which is
not uncommon for mystical cultic milieus:71
1. From the ërelativeí point of view ëI am Candulålí
(substitute ëCandulålí with your own name).
2. From the ërealí point of view ëI am a pure soul.í
3. This world is ruled by scientific circumstantial evidence.
4. Clear your files with equanimity.
5. Enter credit into the account book of the pure soul.
Do not look at the outer wrappings (ëpackingí)72 but look with divine
sight at the pure soul.
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These five precepts summarise the method of liberation
propagated by the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg. They are not formally
accepted like the five great vows (mahåvrata) of the Jain ascetics or
the twelve vows (barah vrata) of the Jain laity in traditional Jainism,
but serve as regulative ideals for those who wish to progress towards
salvation, like the seven truths (tattva) of classical Jainism. Their
meaning is explained in detail by N∂rubahen for up to an hour
immediately after each bhed j¤ån performance. Strictly speaking,
the på¤c åj¤ås are only revealed to initiated mahåtmås,73 but any
bystander can eavesdrop on the public discourse as well.
The phrasing of these five precepts, which, if properly observed,
are believed to lead to certain salvation, betrays the ethos of the
Gujaråt∂ business culture within which the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg
thrives. They are composed in a popular language which an average
Gujaråt∂ businessman can easily identify with. Nevertheless, most of
my informants, apart from N∂rubahen and the åptaputras, found it
very difficult to explain what precisely is meant in particular by the
enigmatic precepts 3 and 4.
Precepts 1-2

The first two precepts are self-explanatory: From a common sense
perspective we appear to be differently named individual personalities, but from the ultimate point of view we are all pure souls.
The name ëCandulålí should be substituted by the name of anyone
who tries to apply these precepts. ëRelativeí and ëreal point of viewí
is a translation of the philosophical distinction between vyavahåra
naya and ni‹caya naya,74 which may well have been introduced by
Buddhist philosophers such as Någårjuna (ca. 2nd century CE) and
then incorporated into Jainism by the Digambara Jain åcårya
Kundakunda, who lived in Southern India sometime between the
1st and 8th century CE; though many Digambaras reverse the chronology, while the ›vetåmbaras point to the ëimplicití application of
this distinction already in the canonical Viyåhapannatti. The
soteriological use of the two-truth theory by A.M. Pa¢el overlaps with
the oppositions of puru¶a and prakæti, soul and matter, essence and
appearance, knower and devotee, observer and actor, etc. In practical terms, the aim is to perceive everyone as a pure soul, and not
as a mortal individual with all its natural, or rather ëkarmic,í deficiencies, which is one of the cardinal mistakes of the beginner. ìIf
we see the prakæti of others we have missed the five åj¤ås. So åj¤å
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1, 2 are very important. Irritation also means you have missed the
åj¤åsî (N∂rubahen Am∂n, lecture). Hence, one should only perceive oneís own mistakes.75
Precept 3

The difficulty of rule three, ìThis world is ruled by scientific circumstantial evidence,î is to understand the philosophical implications of the English expression ëscientific circumstantial evidenceí
which A.M. Pa¢el often preferred to the original expression niyamtåvyavasthit ‹akti, which can be translated as ëthe power of natural
law.í What is meant are the combined effects of nature and the law
of karman that are signified by the term prakæti.76 The precept expresses the conviction that the experienced world is neither governed by human intentions, nor by the laws of physics, but by circumstantial combinations (sa√yoga) which emerge through the cooccurrence of karmans which come to fruition under certain conditions.77 In other words, what happens to the individual during
one life, its actions and thoughts, is happening as the unintended
consequence of inherited dispositions which were acquired in previous lives. There is nothing one can do about this, since human
intentions, let alone habits, feelings or the biological metabolism,
are merely karmic effects: ìEverything that happens to you is destiny! [prårabdha].î78 From the perspective of the pure soul, human
action and life in general appear as a series of events which unfold
through the interaction of karmic dispositions, which can only be
observed but not be influenced or controlled by the pure self, because it is entirely distinct from the material and mental world, as
puru¶a is from prakæti. In accordance with Så≈khya doctrine, A.M.
Pa¢el does not conceive the soul as active, as in classical Jainism,79
but as inactive. Therefore, the only choice that is left is to switch
from the perspective of the relative self to the perspective of the
real self. Once the soul realises that it is not a doer, and does not
identify with the actions of the body and mind, then the charge, or
bondage, of new karman is stopped (sa√vara), and an improved
rebirth in the next life ensured. According to A.M. Pa¢el, karman
never comes to fruition in the same life in which it was accumulated:80 ìEverything you do in this life wonít change your present
life, but it will have a considerable effect in your next life. ... In the
present life we are only the masters of charge [pμuraƒa],81 not discharge [gålana].î82
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Precept 4

This leads to the next question: How shall we act?83 This question is
answered by precept four: ìClear your files with equanimity.î The
term ëfileí is here used as a synonym for the different types of karman
which are generated through the interaction of the relative self
(j∂våtmå or prati¶¢hit åtmå)84 with lifeless matter (aj∂va).85 The sum
of an individualís karmans is pictured as a filing cabinet: file 1 contains the acts of the egotistic mind, file 2 relates to the body, file 3
to marriage, file 4 to neighbours, etc. In order to clear the files, the
karmans have to realise themselves naturally, without any attempt
of active intervention by the soul. This can be achieved by avoiding
worldly presumptions and intentions (saΔkalpa) altogether in favour
of the, ideally, permanent orientation towards the pure soul. The
pure soul is not a doer, it is an observer. From the absolute point of
view, actions should therefore be perceived as karmic results (or
ëhappenings around one-selfí) not as conditions for the fulfilment
of a goal, that is from a retrospective point of view, not from a prospective point of view. Active interventions such as world renunciation, vow-taking, ritual observances, or fasting, as practised for instance by Jain mendicants, do not make much sense from the perspective of the pure soul, because they involve the relative self, the
ego, and only create new attachments. For clearing their ëfilesí the
followers of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg do not need to change their
life at all. It is not necessary for them to impose painful restrictions
upon themselves or to follow rigid rules. They only need to perform a change of perspective or attitude towards the actions by
assuming the passive and unattached stance of a pure observer towards anything that happens in the world. Everything else follows
naturally, without coercion and self-torture. The pure self is not
responsible for the actions of the ego if it merely observes its deeds
with detachment and equanimity. In this way, it prevents the bondage of new karmans and at the same time discharges the karmans of
all the actions which it merely observes without identifying with
them: ìthere is no need to give up anything except your wrong
beliefs.î86
Precept 5

In the same way, past mistakes (karman) can be neutralised by the
practice of såmåyik, or meditation, and other methods of self-purification. Precept five says: ìEnter credit in the account book of the
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pure soul.î This means that spiritual ëcreditsí should be accumulated by stopping the influx of both påpa karman and puƒya karman
and by discharging the karmans that have already been accrued.
Crucially, credits are not defined as puƒya, or good karman, but as
the freedom from the effect of all types of karman. There are four
basic methods of doing this: (a) applying the five precepts to all
aspects of oneís life,87 (b) studying A.M. Pa¢elís discourses, (c) visiting N∂rubahen Am∂nís satsaΔgs, and (d) trying to minimise violence
by recognising other living beings also as pure souls. All useful practical advice is said to be condensed in the only written religious text
that A.M. Pa¢el himself ever composed ñ the short Nav Kalamo, or
Nine Laws ñ which, as stated in its subtitle, comprises ëthe essence
of all scripturesí and ëof all religion.í88 The core message of this
text ñ non-violence ñ has been adopted from Jainism and is
summarised in the following ëgolden ruleí:
Try your best not to give any living being unhappiness.
If you do (as a result of your previous lives), then ask for
forgiveness immediately.î89

If nevertheless karman-charging acts of violence occur, then
rituals of purification should be performed immediately to destroy
the fresh karmans. The Akram Vij¤ån teaches that, after receiving
the j¤ån, the mahåtmås can purify themselves from newly committed
mistakes simply through confessing and repenting their misdeeds,
and promising not to commit them again. Giving gifts (dåna), fasting
(tapasya), worship (pμujå), and other traditional Jain rituals are
explicitly rejected, since the Akram Vij¤ån movement believes that
inherited karman can only be discarded by acting it out, while newly
acquired karman can be dissolved immediately, 90 if recognised,
through processes of meditative recollection cum repentance and
apology ëto the pure self.í

Rites of repentance
Four ritual forms of ëapology,í of ëasking for forgiveness,í or ësaying
sorryí (k¶amå) are recommended for the purification of the soul:
1. absolute-relative foot worship (ni‹cay-vyavahår caraƒ
vidhi)
2. prayer to the pure self (‹uddhåtmå pratye prårthanå)
3. repentance (pratikramaƒ)
4. rite of restoring equanimity (såmåyik pμurven∂ vidhi)
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The first two of the four rituals, which cannot be analysed in
detail here, the ëabsolute-relative foot worshipí and the ëprayer to
the pure self,í are part of the recommended daily routine of worship.
They are not considered to be obligatory, and are practised variably
according to individual preference. The multi-purpose ni‹cayvyavahår caraƒ vidhi, or absolute-relative foot worship, consists of
the recitation of the published Åtmå Såmåyik text (the same text
that provides the foundation of the bhed j¤ån vidhi) which should
be performed daily for the purpose of ëremembering oneís true
selfí and for ëasking the Dådå for forgivenessí for the fresh mistakes
that were committed. The ‹uddhåtmå pratye prårthanå, or prayer to
the pure self, fulfils the same purpose.
The most common rite of purification is the third ritual, the
pratikramaƒa, or repentance. It is not performed periodically in a
ritualised form, as it is by traditional Jains, but immediately after
recognising an error (do¶a) or as soon as possible thereafter in order
to prevent the karman leaving a durable imprint on the soul. It consists
of a simple formula, a ëdivine apology,í that is modelled on the Jain
Såmåyika Sμutra, and of a subsequent ca. fifteen-minute-long meditation
on the freshly committed mistakes. Interestingly, asking forgiveness
(k¶amå) does not necessarily require the presence of an interlocutor,
because karman can only be dissolved by the perpetrator itself.91 It is
enough to ask oneís own pure soul for forgiveness, since ìthe good
vibrations of oneís own pure soul, once they are activated, automatically
reach the other soul and clear the karmas from the mind of the injured
person as wellî (N∂rubahen Am∂n, lecture). Wrongdoing can be
confessed to oneís self (‹uddhåtmå), to the person concerned, to the
Dådå, to the Gods, to the assembly of the believers (satsaΔga), or to
N∂rubahen. Sometimes a list with the names of the injured parties
and the mistakes committed is drawn up on a piece of paper which is
read out aloud first. Then the pratikramaƒ rite is performed, i.e. the
mistakes are formally confessed, repented, and resolved to be never
committed again.
The fourth ritual, the såmåyik, is the preferred method of
purification of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg. The Jain term såmåyika
(Prakrit såmåiya) is here used as a designation for the retrospective
anamnesis and confession of all past acts of violence that can be
remembered. The såmåyik thus incorporates features of the
traditional Jain rituals of confession (ålocanå) and repentance
(pratikramaƒa). In contrast to the pratikramaƒa rites which are
performed to cancel out short-term karmas, the såmåyika procedure
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is used in the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg to cancel the effects of mistakes
committed a long time back, as far as one can remember, and to
restore former purity. It is therefore the functional equivalent of
asceticism in traditional Jainism, since the Jain rites of atonement
(pråya‹citta) are not performed as a matter of principle.92 The
såmåyik is the most innovative purification ritual of the Akram Vij¤ån
Mårg, because it demands from the mahåtmås the concrete analysis
and insight into their own behavioural patterns,93 which should be
remembered and observed from the point of view of the pure soul
ëlike a film,í rather than the formulaic recitation of schematic lists
of mistakes (aticåra) in the traditional Jain pratikramaƒ ritual.94
Traditional Jain laity practice såmåyik either individually or
collectively in the form of forty-eight-minute-long meditations
during which they study religious texts (svådhyåya), perform
repetitions (japa) of the Namaskåra Mantra, or other purifying
practices. Usually, the followers of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg perform
the såmåyik collectively, preferably in the presence of N∂rubahen
or one of the åptaputras, though, in principle, the såmåyik can be
practised individually at any time.
The perceived effectiveness of the four purification ëritualsí
(vidhi) is predicated on the prior acquisition of samyak dar‹an during
the bhed j¤ån vidhi, and on the formal renunciation of the faults
committed by the ërelative selfí through self-confession (ålocanå),
repentance (pratikramaƒa), the promise not to relapse
(pratyåkhyåna), and the request for forgiveness (k¶amå). It is stressed
that not the ritual procedures purify, but the insight that the pure
soul itself has not committed any mistake, only the karmans which
came to fruition. Thus, the four methods of purification of the
Akram Vij¤ån Mårg are all based on the identification of specific
individual mistakes in terms of the Jain karman theory, and on the
ëreviewing of the videoí of these mistakes from the point of view of
the pure self. The salient feature of this method is the insight into
the illusory character of the common sense notion that ëI have done
this.í That is, the key for the purification of the soul from sin is the
understanding of the false notion of agency: ìit is not the karmas
that obstruct our liberation; it is our ignorance.î95 Only the direct
intuitive realisation that it was not ëIí who has committed the
mistakes, but the ëkarmansí that were accumulated in previous lives,
can purify. ëIí was not the doer, but ëme.í As soon as the awareness
of the pure soul emerges, the mind and the conscience are clear.
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The dissolution of karman through repentance, in the wider
sense, is thus predicated on a process of inner distanciation and
objectification which Dumont (1980: 282) has called the
internalisation of renunciation, and which A.M. Pa¢el called selfknowledge. William Johnson (1995: 260) has characterised
Kundakundaís96 exposition of the philosophical bedrock of such
techniques in the tradition of Digambara mysticism (as well as
Vai¶ƒava and ›aiva philosophy) as follows: ìit is not the physical objects
which make up the aj∂va world themselves which are to be
renounced, but the attitude towards these objects.î97 The Self ìdoes
not have to do anything to renounce since, having no other states
and being in contact with no other states, there is nothing to
renounceî (ibid., p. 288f.), except the attitude of desire and
identification with the ego.

Knowledge and Conduct
The pending question to what extent Godís grace is evoked in the
act of purification is interesting, since the rejection of this possibility is widely regarded as a main difference between Jainism and
Hinduism.98 In asking the Dådå for forgiveness the devotee is not
assuming that A.M. Pa¢el cleanses the soul by an act of pure grace,
but by evoking the manifestation of the Dådå in his/her mind, the
mahåtmå can experience again his/her own self and systematically
reduce the karmic load through the method outlined in the five
åj¤ås. It is only the awareness that is was not ìIî who has committed
the mistakes but the discharge of my outer karmic fetters, the bodymind-speech complex called prakæti, that can purify. In contrast to
the ëHinduí devotional traditions, it is believed that neither the
god-like figures of S∂mandhar Svåm∂ nor the Dådå can purify. The
Dådå can only give his knowledge and inspirational power to face
oneís own mistakes. Only the instantaneous awareness of oneís real
self can purify.99
Whereas principle four of the pa¤c åj¤å resembles more or less
the teaching of the Bhagavadg∂tå,100 to remain unattached towards
the fruits of oneís actions, violent or non-violent, principle five
implicitly refers to the Jain ethics of non-violence as the measure of
good and bad actions. These ethical presuppositions are not always
clearly expressed since the mystical philosophy of the pure soul has
been put in the centre, but without them the movement could
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hardly be linked to Jainism, despite its orientation towards
S∂mandhar Svåm∂ and the goal of mok¶a. The question is whether
violent action can function as a form of discharge without the
bondage of further karman if it is performed in a non-attached way,
as recommended by the Bhagavadg∂tå, or not? If this is the case,
then non-violence should not be a necessary condition of salvation.
A.M. Pa¢elís answer is unanimous: non-violence is an absolute
condition of salvation, because it is the only form of action which is
not only an effect of karman but, inevitably, also the cause of new
karman. Why this should be the case is not immediately transparent.
It seems, A.M. Pa¢el assumes that violent or injurious actions cannot
merely be observed but involve necessarily a sense of agency which
by definition causes the inflow of karman, whereas the mere
observation of oneís other forms of action from the outside causes
the dissolution of karman: ìTo support the action with the belief ëI
am the doerí is called binding the karmaî;101 ìIf you relinquish the
doership, you are free of karma.î102 In an attempt to clarify the
issue, A.M. Pa¢el distinguishes ëcause karmaí and ëeffect karma.í
Interestingly, effect karma is usually discussed by him in terms of
the suffering experienced due to the actions of others, and cause
karma in terms of oneís ëowní actions causing suffering in others.103
Yet, in practice the line between effect karma and cause karma is
difficult to draw, as the tape-recorded and transcribed discussions
of the satsaΔgs of A.M. Pa¢el show. After all, ìEverything you
encounter is your own design. Nobody else is responsible for itî;
even the co-occurrence of oneís own actions with the actions of
others is karmically determined.104 That is, the suffering experienced
through the actions of others is interpreted as self-created. If
someone is inflicting pain on you, then for you the other is merely
acting as the instrument of your own karman (apart from his/her
own). The golden rule is that ìThe fault lies within the one who
suffers.î105 From the point of view of the pure soul, suffering is a
form of discharge of karman and therefore to be welcomed. This is
one of key insights of A.M. Pa¢el. But new karman will be bound if
one reacts violently to such external or internal experiences.
Ultimately, A.M. Pa¢el takes recourse to psychological factors such
as intention, attitude and perspective of doer/observer to draw the
line between action and reaction somewhere:106 ìIt is this inner
reaction that will bind karma. ... While experiencing the effects
one creates new causes.î107 It is simply assumed that subjectively
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violent action can only occur if the ego is involved, but not if the
individual is oriented towards the pure self. If violence occurs, it
should be repented immediately.
Discriminative knowledge alone is clearly not considered
sufficient for realising the pure self, as William Johnson (1995: 282f.,
285) expected from any movement based purely on Kundakundaís
concept of self-realisation. A.M. Pa¢el insists on the importance of
practising non-violence and mental detachment while acting out
oneís karman, whose discharge cannot be accelerated by asceticism,
only slowed down. That is, despite offering ëinstant salvationí to
everyone, he holds on to a stepwise path of purification qua karmic
discharge. In other words, it is not ñ as Johnson predicted ñ the
practice of meditation as an internalised activity (åtmabhåvanå), set
apart from everyday life, which is important, but the unattached
reflection on every form of action or conduct, as it unfolds. If the
action/behaviour is violent, then it should be repented immediately,
to prevent its bondage.108

(D) Communal Meal
N∂rubahenís explanation of the basic implications of the five precepts, which in contrast to a satsaΔg is predominantly monological,
takes up the rest of the afternoon until the time has come for the
congregational evening meal which is, fittingly, called prasåd (lunch
is called mahåprasåda) ñ a term which can designate both the food
offered to gods and the sacramental leftovers.109 The shared meal
must therefore be regarded as the final part of the rite of knowledge itself. The smell of the Gujaråt∂ vegetarian food that is being
prepared by female mahåtmås in a separate room pervades the congregation hall during last part of N∂rubahenís lecture. The meal
itself is taken informally. There is no seating arrangement or order
of precedence in the process of food distribution, but a simple
queue. In fact, even N∂rubahen, who is usually quite exhausted at
this stage, and Dimple often eat together with everyone else, which
is typical for the highly emotive and egalitarian family atmosphere
amongst the followers of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg.110 The informal
get-together over a meal gives everyone, male and female and old
and young, the chance to discuss the effects of the j¤ån vidhi and to
socially integrate new mahåtmås into the circle of regular participants in the congregation.
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Relative And Absolute Religion
The Akram Vij¤ån Mårg presents itself as the very opposite of
organised religion. It is, in the words of A.M. Pa¢el, not a cult but a
method to directly experience the ultimate truth. Anyone, whether
Hindu, Jain, Muslim or Christian, is therefore invited to follow the
stepless path and to realise that all living beings are essentially pure
souls:
All religions of the world are correct by their own view point. But the
religion which investigates, ëWho am I?í and ëWho is the doer?í is
the final path. The absolute religion is the one that gives us the one
and final understanding of ëWho is the knower and the seer?.íî111

The acceptance of the doctrines of all religions as partially but
not absolutely true is informed, on the one hand, by the Jain
distinction between the practical point of view (vyavahåra naya)
and the transcendental point of view (ni‹caya naya) and, on the
other hand, by the Jain doctrine of qualified assertion (syådvåda)
which is predicated on the belief in the omniscience of the Jaina
t∂rthaΔkaras and of permanently self-realised beings such as the Dådå,
who alone are able to see the absolute truth, while unenlightened
beings or members of organised religions such as Jainism have to
remain satisfied with the manifest plurality of partial truths:112
All these religions are true but they are relative religions. They are
religions based on different view points. But if you want totality,
youíll have to be in the centre. True (Real) religion is at the centre
which includes all aspects of reality, integrates all fragments of
reality. That is the religion of the soul (Atmadharma) for it leads to
self-realisation. He, who sits at the centre, comprehends the view
points of all and hence he has no cause for quarrel with any religion.
That is why ëweí say that ëweí are ëMahaveerí of the Jains, ëKrishnaí of
the Vaishnavas, ëSahajanandí of the Swaminarayans, ëChristí of the
Christians, ëZarathustraí of the Parsis and ëAllah (Khuda)í of the
Muslims. Ask anything you love and it shall be given (A.M. Pa¢el, in
Shah 1983: 9f.).113

Of course only few, if any, Muslims or Christians etc. accept this
argument which may, on the contrary, be perceived as a hegemonic
device. But many Jains and Vai¶ƒava and ›aivaite Hindus, particularly
those who live outside India, are currently attracted by the
individualist and universal trans-sectarian message.
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Before A.M. Pa¢el, a similar message was preached by his Gujaråt∂
compatriot ›r∂mat Råjacandra whose philosophy was somewhat closer
to classical Jain ontology, and to the concept of the path purification
through acts of asceticism and renunciation, but also influenced by
Vai¶ƒava bhakti movements going back to the Bhagavadg∂ta.114 It is
evidently not the hierarchical idiom of purity and pollution but the
individualistic, egalitarian spirit of bhakti which colours many forms
of religious expression in Western India and the Indian diaspora
today. These devotional movements can not be easily accommodated
within conventional models of Indian religion and culture, neither
within ëorthodox Bråhmaƒismí or so-called ëpopular Hinduism,í
nor within ëheterodox Jainism,í since both the path of grace
(bhaktimårga) and the path of knowledge (j¤ånamårga), as
advocated by the Akram Vj¤ån movement, is invariably characterised
by its adherents as superior to the traditional paths of merit
(puƒyamårga) and of asceticism (taptamårga), etc., which are
explicitly rejected.115
Almost all Jain and Non-Jain devotional movements developed
institutions, which betray their characteristic ideological rejection
of organised religion ñ in particular lineages of charismatically
qualified virtuosi and initiation rituals. These features are typical
for routinised forms of charismatic religion, as outlined by Max
Weber. The principal organisational features of the Akram Vij¤ån
Mårg, the officially denied guru-‹i¶ya relationship and the egalitarian
cultic milieu, are in this form not present in the typical dualistic
organisation of the mainstream ëfourfoldí Jain sect, the caturvidha
saΔgha, as analyzed by Weber (1951: 196) and Dumont (1980: 186),
whose definition of ëthe Indian sectí as ìa religious grouping
constituted primarily by renouncersî proves insufficient in this
respect.116 Not only bows the individual follower of the Akram Vij¤ån
Mårg to his own pure soul, and to the knower, but the knower also
bows to the mahåtmås. Although Dådå Bhagavån was recognised as
a spiritually superior, A.M. Pa¢el himself and his successors N∂rubahen
and Kanubhå∂ are regarded as human beings of equal status. Yet,
despite the outwardly egalitarianism, no detailed religious
instruction on the pa¤c åj¤å is imparted by N∂rubahen to anyone
who has not performed the j¤ån vidhi, and she also creates a strong
sense that it is only by her grace ñ as the medium of the Dådå and
S∂mandhar ñ that the initiation is given, as it were, as a personal
favour.
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In this respect, many similarities exist to the practices of the
Vai¶ƒava Pu¶¢imårga and other Vai¶ƒava and ›aiva devotional
movements. In his exemplary study of the religious practices of the
Pu¶¢imårg, Peter Bennett (1993: 35), for instance,117also highlighted
that the mantra of initiation is the ìlifebloodî of the segmentary
lineage structure of the Pu¶¢imårg, and that ìthe Maharaja [guru]
is at liberty to refuse a request for initiation, though I heard of no
specific instances of this kind.î118 Moreover, the purification of the
self through the formal dedication of all possessions to Kæ¶ƒa119 and
the emphasis on his grace (as opposed to karman and j¤åna in early
Vai¶ƒavism), is one of the principal components of the ‹uddhådvaita
Pu¶¢imårg∂ initiation, the brahma sambandha, which shares many
features with the initiation of the Akram Vij¤ån movement, amongst
others.
The attitude of devotion and surrender expected by the devotee
is the same in both traditions, although the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg
does not propagate the worship of a transcendent God, but the
veneration of oneís own pure self through the mediation of DådåS∂mandhar as a quasi-personal God. Like the Pu¶¢imårg mahåråjås,120
both the åtmaj¤ån∂s and the åptaputras visit family homes, which are
thereby turned into temporary temples (ghårasevå), where they sit
on an improvised throne (gaŒŒi), are garlanded and venerated
through toe worship, and the åptaputras even receive gifts of money
in return for their religious instruction and, sometimes, for the
consecration of small house shrines (which a j¤ån∂ never does).
However, in contrast to the Pu¶¢imårg∂s, the leftover food of the
åtmaj¤ån∂s and åptaputras are not regarded as prasåda or åhåra amæta,
since the religious virtuosi of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg eat together
with their hosts.121 The communication between the godlike j¤ån∂
and the mahåtmås are characterised by great intimacy ñ hugging,
for instance, is quite common ñ and couched in a discourse of love
and transcendental unity, which is usually not found in Jainism, but
in the Vai¶ƒava and the ›aiva Siddhånta traditions.122 In fact, the
accessibility of the religious functionaries and the closeness between
them and their followers is one on the most attractive feature of
the cult for its devotees, which, like the Pu¶¢imårg, makes no caste
distinctions, and rejects bråhmaƒic discourses of purity and
pollution123 in favour of a purely spiritual experience of the pure
soul. These attributes are also manifest in the ritual offerings of
both movements.124 Yet, in contrast to the Pu¶¢imårg∂, the followers
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of the Akram Vij¤ån path do not perform elaborate material pμujås,
but only årat∂ to the images of S∂mandhar Svåm∂, Kæ¶ƒa and ›iva
and to the photograph of Dådå Bhagavån in their temples. They
also do not display the same concern about food at all,125 nor about
charity, 126 or asceticism, which are all perceived as mere
preoccupations of relative religion.

ìWho Am I?î
The question how the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg as an organised religious
movement succeeds in transcending reified Jain, Vai¶ƒava and ›aiva
etc. identities seems to lie in a particular variant of the proverbial
dance (nå¢aka) of the mind which serves as a metaphor for the
relationship of the dancer prakæti and the spectator puru¶a in the
Så≈khya inspired religious movements.127 Because the inner self
of the devotee and of the j¤ån∂, the self-realised God, are essentially identical in the Akram Vij¤ån doctrine, paradoxical shifting
identities are created:
Basically, you should play two different roles. With your external
eyes you see by relative view-point and with your internal eyes you
are the soul (pure-self). ... We should also remember that we too are
playing two roles; the human being and the soul.î128

The question of how the alternating of perspectives is practiced
by the mahåtmås who, at best, can only temporarily realise their
pure self, can be answered through a comparison of the phenomenology of religious experience of the Pu¶¢imårg∂s, for instance,
and of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg. Bennett observed that the initiation
into the Pu¶¢imårg resembles a consecration (pråƒa prati¶¢hå) of a
statue, because in both cases the guru makes the identity of the
divine qualities of both the image (mμurti) and the real nature or
svarμupa of the soul of the devotee manifest.129 The word svarμupa is
similarly used by the Akram Vij¤ån to describe the manifestation of
S∂mandhar-Dådåís real form, as opposed to his outward appearance
or figurative representation, in the inner experience (bhåva) of
the mahåtmå who is contemplating the Dådå by means of songs,
dar‹an or pμujå to an image of S∂mandhar or the Dådå, the pure soul
(‹uddhåtmå) is ideally felt as being actually present. There are no
rules for the performance of dar‹an by an initiated mahåtmå, since
the knowledge and the devotional attitude towards the pure self
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alone is crucial for the realisation of the God within through the
medium of an image, be it a statue, a photograph, or a living
manifestation, such as the Dådå himself, and his words:130
These our mahatmas can perceive the god residing in you and have
ëhisí darshana, because ëweí have blessed them with divine eyes
(divya chakshu). These eyes of yours are physical ones which can
see only transient things. The indestructible Bhagavan can be
perceived with divine eyes only. ... But (this) wonderful Gnana
(knowledge) is naturally revealed. It is a natural adjustment and
therefore divine eyes are so effortlessly available in an hour. This,
our word, your soul must accept because I am seated within you; but
you must not be intransigent. We do not find any difference either
in you or in us.î131

The presence of Kæ¶ƒa is experienced by the Pu¶¢imårg∂s as a
momentary revelation in form of a sudden and brief change of
consciousness, called såk¶åta dar‹ana, or face-to-face vision.132
Similarly, through the vision and voice of Dådå-S∂mandhar, the
mahåtmås suddenly temporarily realise the presence of their own
pure soul, which is also characterised by the word saccidånanda, or
truth, consciousness and bliss, which is used by Vai¶ƒavas to designate
Vi¶ƒu and by the ›aivaites to designate ›iva, who are identified with
the ultimate self-existing spirit (brahma).133 S∂mandhar Svåm∂, like
Kæ¶ƒa amongst the Pu¶¢imårg∂, ìis both mediated by and manifested
in the figure of the guru.î134 Although the soul of the worshipper is
conceived in Jain terms as an individual entity and not as a reflection
of the one and only soul of God, during the veneration of the Dådå
in the experience of the worshipper the soul of Dådå-S∂mandhar
and his/ her own soul almost unnoticeable tend to merge into one.
Momentarily, at least, all souls seem to be an integral part of
S∂mandhar Svåm∂ and the Dådå as his medium, in the same way as
Kæ¶ƒa is worshipped by the Pu¶¢imårg∂s and ›iva by the ›aiva
Siddhåntins as the only real self.135
It is an interesting question whether and how the doctrinally
prescribed difference between the similarity and the identity of
souls can actually be experienced in religious performances. The
ritual texts of the Akram Vij¤ån are, it seems, at times deliberately
ambiguous. They indistinctively use phrases such as ìëåpí ja cho mårå
ë‹uddhåtmåíî - ìëyouí only are my ëpure soulíî136 or ìåpnu≈ svarμup te
ja mårμu≈ svarμup cheî - ìonly your natural form is my real form,î137
instead of ìyou are like my soulî as in the phrase ìhu≈ ëdådå
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bhagavåní jevo ‹uddhåtmå chu≈î - ìI am a pure soul like ëDådå
Bhagavån.íî138 The semantic shift in expressions such as this from
comparison to identification, from ëyour soul is like my soulí to ëyou
are my soulí and back again, shows that the Jain and Vai¶ƒavite or
›aivaite perspectives are still discernible, and have not yet been
melted completely into a new syncretic synthesis which the theology of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg generally represents.139 Rather they
are transformed into one another through subtle shifts in
perspective produced both by the ritual dynamic itself and by the
deliberately ambiguous composition of the ritual texts.140
If pressed, the åtmaj¤ån∂s of the Akram Vij¤ån movement prove
to be clearly aware of the difference between themselves and
S∂mandhar Svåm∂, since they do not consistently claim to have
already achieved complete omniscience themselves. Although they
never cite any texts, they are also conscious of the differences
between the Jain and Så≈khya ontologies, which both in their nontheistic emphasis on karman and (internalised) renunciation share
an individualistic orientation141 which probably accounts for the ëtranssectarianí outlook and the contextual adaptability of movements such
as this. In future, the Akram Vij¤ån movement may gain even more
influence well beyond the Indian or Gujaråt∂ diaspora if only it could
detach itself from the infrastructure of spiritual lineages and temples
which it shares with other religious movements of Indian origin.
Typically, most gurus of such modern devotional movements
developed a ëWesterní following,142 and the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg is
no exception, though there seems to be limited influence beyond
the Indian diaspora in Africa or the Middle East.

Conclusion
The ways in which we imagine our world is part of the world and
influences our individual and collective behaviour. In the past, Anthropologists have privileged a culturalist group-focused mode of
imagination based on the dominant modern western utopia of the
nation state with a homogenous population and culture and clear
cut boundaries between one culture and the next. In the more
diverse cultural universes of Africa and Asia plural ways of existence
do still find more acceptance. The analysis of ritual dynamic of the
conversion ritual of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg casts some light on the
ultimately dogmatic or political question whether this syncretic
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movement can be categorised as ëJainí or not. In his book Absent
Lord: Ascetics and Kings in a Jain Ritual Culture, L.A. Babb (1996: 44)
identified the conundrum of the absence of the divine as the defining problematic of the Jain tradition:
The ultimate locus of the sacred for the Jains, the T∂rthaΔkar as a
generic figure, is no longer present in the world. In the aftermath
of their era, therefore, the task is to maintain some kind of contact
with their presence as it once was.î143

P.S. Jaini (1985: 104), on the other hand, emphasised the
soteriological conundrum of self-liberation and criticised theistic
interpretations of Jainism for ignoring the fact that orthodox Jainism
locates the principle of sacrality not within a transcendent God but
in man (j∂va) itself: ìIt is the contention of the Jainas that a person
becomes an Arhat not by the grace of any Higher Being, but by dint
of his own insights (dar‹an) and exertions (caritra).î Jaini (1979: 88ff.,
134-41, 312) argues that these ëcore beliefsí clearly demarcate ëthe
Jainasí from their theistic (Hindu) and fatalistic (Åj∂vika) rivals. I
would argue that the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg can be regarded as a
ëJainaí tradition, although its leaders claim to transcend all organised
ëreligions,í because it shares at least three of its key features. What
is special about any self-consciously ëJainí movement is the principal
emphasis on the soteriological importance of non-injury and the
soteriological goal of liberation preached by the ëJinas.í It is the
orientation toward the Jinas as the sources of the soteriological
knowledge which defines the movement as ëJain.í
However, the real significance of the sudden insight of A.M.
Pa¢el at the railway station in Surat did not concern questions of
group identity or philosophical doctrine, but the experience of the
individual. It was that suffering is the consequence of oneís own
karman, and that every insult suffered from someone else without
reaction causes the discharge of oneís own karman (and
simultaneously a charge of the otherís karman). If one realises this,
then the other is doing oneself a favour: ìthe ego is melting away
with every insult suffered happily.î144 This theodicy seems perfectly
suited for the lower classes, transforming social suffering and anger
into an experience of bliss. But the sociological question remains,
whether the control of anger, celebrated as a personal triumph
rather than as a humiliation, is functioning predominantly as a
ëweapon of the weakí (Scott), a device for the ëpacification of the
powerlessí (Weber), or indeed a universal answer to the experience
of suffering.
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Appendix
Sequence of Texts Used in the J¤ån Vidhi
Original Gujaråt∂ Texts145
(1a)
sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che
sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che,
bhagavån tamårå ‹araƒomå≈, su-caraƒomå≈;
ådhyåtmik ånand paramånand,
å param-ha√snå≈ satsaΔgmå≈, su-caraƒomå≈.
man-vacan-kåyå chåyå, måyånå, bhåv-no-dravya karma;
sv∂kåro bhrå≈ti bå¸akn∂, ananya ‹araƒ dhyo bhavaraƒmå≈.
- sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
j¤ånåmætnå≈ mot∂ cμuge, ha√så mån sarovarmå≈;
satyam ‹ivam ne sundaramn∂, å ëdivya-cak¶uín∂ jyotimå≈.
- sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
sμurajnu≈ kevu≈ tarpaƒ che! candånå≈ ‹∂ta¸ kiraƒomå≈;
ësambhåveí nikål karo, gha¢må¸ μu¢he je antarmå≈.
- sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
råt-divas, sandhyå-u¶å, kevå≈ adbhut che niyammå≈!
bharat∂-o¢ man sågarn∂, ëni‹cití ne ëvyavasthitímå≈.
- sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
j∂van bhale ek ëdar‹aní ho, paƒ ëåtmåí ‹å‹vat darpaƒ che;
ëvyavahårí bhale ho ko¢i saΔg, paƒ ëni‹cayí keva¸ bhagvånmå≈ sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
ëmμuŒh-åtmåí no uddhår kar∂, je ë‹uddhåtmåí ne jagåe che;
apμurva ëagocarí ne ullasit, jha¸ha¸ jyoti tan-manmå≈.
- sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
ëakramí n∂ aƒad∂¢h keŒ∂th∂, je mok¶advår ughåŒe che;
paramåtma-svarμup he praga¢ puru¶, ëåpí ja cho mårå ë‹uddhåtmå.í
-sarvasva amårμu≈ arpaƒ che.
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(1b)
devone åvåhan146
andhårå ko¢i var¶nå, pa¸ så¢hmå≈ uleca‹e,
¢aΔkotk∂rƒ j¤ån abhed-nå jyoti svarμupe praga¢a‹e.
tetr∂s ko¢i dev∂-devatå, ‹ånti kåje åvajo,
såmåyik ‹uddha-åtmån∂, ìj¤ån∂î apμurva låva‹e.
våƒ∂ ëdådå bhagavåní n∂, t∂rthaΔkaro såmbha¸e,
sarvaj¤anå≈ su-caraƒo mah∂≈, åtmå ‹åtå påma‹e.
dåvåna¸n∂ jvå¸å mah∂≈, brahmåƒŒ paƒ bhaŒake ba¸e,
påtå¸∂ jharaƒ karμuƒå bharyå≈, ja¸-‹∂ta¸ chaƒ¢akåra‹e.
amæt-våƒ∂ bhagavånn∂, ja¸-‹∂ta¸ tha∂ ¢hår‹e,
caram cov∂‹∂ såma¢∂, ëjay saccidånandí j¤ån∂ ëte.í
o√ hæi√ dådå bhagavån sarvaj¤a ‹araƒa√ gacchåmi.

(1c)
he dådå bhagavån, he ‹r∂ s∂mandhar svåm∂ prabhu,
åp ah∂≈ padhåro, n∂rμu bolnå
kaƒ¢he viråjo. åp bolåvo ane hamo badhå bol∂‹u≈.

(1d)
hu≈ ni‹cay nirƒayth∂ keva¸ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈.

(2)
samarpaƒ
he dådå bhagvån, he sr∂ s∂mandhar svåm∂ prabhu! [hu≈] man,
vacan, kåyå .............. nå nåmn∂ sarva måyå [hu≈ ‹uddhåtmå
chu≈]. bhåv karma, dravya karma, no karma, åp praga¢
paramåtmå svarμup prabhunå su-caraƒomå≈ samarpaƒ karu≈
chu≈.
he dådå bhagavån
o√ ‹uddhåtmå che
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(3)
åtmå såmåyik
ëj¤ån såk¶åtkårí påmelåo må¢en∂ ni‹cay-vyavahår caraƒ vidhi
dådå bhagavånne trikå¸ namaskår, namaskår, namaskår. he
niråg∂, nirvikår∂, saccidånand svarμup, sahajånand∂, anantj¤ån∂,
anantdar‹∂, trailokya prakå‹ak, ‹uddha, buddha, caitanyaghan
svarμup, param jyoti sukhdhåm evå he v∂taråg∂ paramåtmå! hu≈
ni‹cay nirƒayth∂ keva¸ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x). mane åpn∂ apμurva
‹akti åpo, ‹akti åpo, ‹akti åpo. mane ‹uddhåtmånu≈ satat
smaraƒ åpo.
åpnu≈ akhaƒŒ nididhyåsan åpo. åpnu≈ akhaƒŒ sånnidhya åpo.
åpnå sarvotkæ¶¢
sadguƒo måråmå≈ utkæ¶¢apaƒe sphuråymån thåo,
sphuråymån thåo, sphuråymån thåo.
he vi‹vava√dhya evå praga¢ ‹uddhåtmå svarμup prabhu! åp å
kå¸ne vi‹e b∂jå råm ke mahåv∂r ja cho. åp ja mårå praga¢
‹uddhåtmå cho. åpnå må≈ jevo åtmå varte che, tevo ja åtmå
mårå må≈ vartåvo. måru≈ man ane buddhi sarvathå åpne va‹
vartyå karo. samasta vi‹van∂ vismæti ane keva¸ ek åpn∂ ja smæti
mane pråpta thåo. bhåve kar∂ne keva¸ ‹uddhåtmånubhav
sivåy å jagatn∂ ko∂ paƒ vinå‹∂
c∂j måre jo∂t∂ nath∂. hu≈ k¶aƒe k¶aƒe sadåy sarvathå svasattå
må≈ rah∂ svasattåno ja upabhog karu≈, tem ja parasattå
må≈ kad∂ ja prave‹ na karu≈,
e måro dæŒh nirƒay ni‹cay pμuro påo.
he vi‹vava√dhya evå praga¢ ‹uddhåtmå svarμup prabhu! mårå
sarva prakårnå sarva do¶on∂ mane k¶amå åpo, k¶amå åpo,
k¶amå åpo. dayå åpo, ‹ånti åpo, samatå åpo, satya åpo, tyåg
åpo, vairågya åpo.
sansår bhajavavånå årambh kå¸th∂ åj dinn∂ adhyak¶aƒ parya≈t,
å jagatnå j∂von∂
ka≈∂ paƒ ‹aΔkå-ku‹aΔkå kar∂, kar∂, karåv∂ ke anumod∂ hoy, ka≈∂
paƒ åparådh karyå, karåvyå ke anumodhyå hoy, ka≈∂ paƒ
virådhanåo kar∂, karåv∂ ke anumod∂
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hoy, ka≈∂ paƒ antaråyo karyå, karåvyå ke kartå pratye
anumodhyå hoy, cha mahåvratonå bhaΔge kar∂ aŒhår
påpasthånakoe kar∂ne ka≈∂ paƒ avinay, avivek,
abhakti, apakårya ke do¶, jåƒye-ajåƒye karyå, karåvyå ke kartå
pratye anumodhyå hoy, to te sarva do¶on∂ hu≈ k¶amå mågu≈
chu≈, ålocanå, pratikramaƒ, pratyåkhyån karu≈ chu≈.
mane k¶amå karo, k¶amå karo, k¶amå karo.
he vi‹vava≈dya evå praga¢ ‹uddhåtmå svarμup prabhu! åp
niråg∂, nirvikår∂, saccidånand svarμup, sahajånand∂,
ånantaj¤ån∂, ånantadar‹∂, trailokya prakå‹ak cho. hμu≈ bhåv
karma, dravya karma, no karma, man, vacan, kåyå .............. nå
nåmn∂ sarva måyå, åp praga¢ paramåtmå svarμup prabhunå
sucaraƒomå≈ samarpaƒ karu≈ chu≈. (3x)
hu≈ caitanyaghan svarμup∂ evo ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x). hu≈
arμup∂ chu≈ (3x). hu≈ asaΔg chu≈ (3x). hu≈ ak¶ay chu≈
(3x). hu≈ amμurta chu≈ (3x). hu≈ acyut
chu≈ (3x). hu≈ ajanma chu≈ (3x). hu≈ amar chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ janma-maraƒth∂ mukta evo ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ avyåbådh svarμup chu≈ (3x). hu≈ paramånand sukh
svarμupavå¸o chu≈ (3x). hu≈ ¢aΔkotk∂rƒavat evo ‹uddhåtmå
chu≈ (3x). hu≈ sva-par prakå‹ak evo ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ ëdådå bhagvåní jevo ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x). hu≈
ëæ¶abhadev dådå bhagavåní jevo ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x). hu≈
ëmahåv∂r bhagavåní jevo ‹uddhåtmå
chu≈ (3x). hu≈ ‹r∂ ës∂mandhar svåm∂ bhagavåní jevo
‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x). hu≈ ‹r∂ kæ¶ƒa bhagavåníjevo
‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ j¤åtaputra chu≈. ane åp mårå j¤åtapitå cho (3x). hu≈
param jyoti svarμup siddha bhagavån chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ anant j¤ånavå¸o chu≈ (3x). hu≈ anant dar‹anavå¸o
chu≈ (3x). hu≈ anant
‹aktivå¸o chu≈ (3x). hu≈ anant sukhnu≈ dhåm chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ aguru-laghu svabhåvavå¸o chu≈ (3x). krodh-mån-måyålobh, e laghu-guru svabhåvnå ja che (3x).
dravye kar∂ne hu≈ sampμurƒ ‹uddha chu≈, sarvå≈g ‹uddha
chu≈ (3x). j¤ån-dar‹anådi anantå guƒo thak∂ hu≈ sampμurƒ
‹uddha chu≈, sarvå≈g ‹uddha chu≈ (3x). anantå
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j¤eyone jåƒavåmå≈ pariƒamel∂ anant∂ avasthåomå≈ hu≈
sampμurƒ ‹uddha chu≈,
sarvå≈g ‹uddha chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ avinå‹∂ chu≈ (3x). hu≈ avyay chu≈ (3x). hu≈ sμuk¶ma
chu≈ (3x). hu≈ keva¸ nirvikalpa v∂taråg k¶ån måtra chu≈
(3x). hu≈ nirma¸ akhμu¢ paramånand svarμup∂ chu≈ (3x).
hu≈ sarva paradravyoth∂ sarvathå udås∂n ja chu≈ (3x).
sμurya samån tejasv∂ ane candra samån ‹∂ta¸ evå he v∂taråg∂
paramåtmå! tamåm
lepåyamån bhåvoth∂ hu≈ sarvathå nirlep evo ‹uddhåtmå
chu≈ (3x). man-vacan-kåyån∂ tamåm saΔg∂ kriyåoth∂ hu≈
tadna asaΔg ja chu≈ (3x). man-vacankåyån∂ ¢evo ane tenå svabhåvne hu≈ jåƒu≈ chu≈ ane mårå
sva-svabhåvne paƒ hu≈ jåƒu chu≈ (3x). man-vacan-kåyåth∂
tadna bhinn evo hu≈ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (3x). sthμu¸atamth∂
sμuk¶matam sudh∂n∂ tamåm samsår∂ avasthåono hu≈ j¤åtå
dæ¶¢å måtra chu≈, ¢aΔkotk∂rƒ chu≈, ånand svarμup chu≈
(3x). åhår∂ åhår kare che ane hu≈ niråhår∂ måtra tene
jåƒu≈ chu≈ (3x). avasthå måtra kudart∂ racanå che, jeno
ko∂ båpo ya racanår nath∂ ane te ëvyavasthití che (3x).
man-vacan-kåyån∂ åpnå jev∂ sahajtå mane pråpta ¢håo (3x).
åpn∂ vætti e ja mår∂
vætti raho (3x). åpn∂ dæ¶¢i e ja mår∂ dæ¶¢i raho (3x). åpno
svabhåv te ja måro svabhåv raho (3x). åpnu≈ j¤ån, dar‹an,
cåritra ane sukh te ja måru≈ j¤ån dar‹an, cåritra ane sukh
raho (3x).
he vi‹vava≈dya evå praga¢ ‹uddhåtmå svarμup prabhu! mane
ane sarva kalyåƒamμurt∂, samakitadhår∂ mahåtmåone t∂vra
j¤ån da‹å pråpta thåo, sampμurƒ arpaƒtå pråpta thåo,
sampμurƒ abhedatå pråpta thåo, sampμurƒ v∂tarågatå pråpta
thåo, praba¸ puru¶årtha pråpta thåo.
sarva kalyåƒamμurt∂ samakitadhår∂ mahåtmåonå ‹uddhåtmåne
atyant bhaktith∂
abhedabhåve våra≈vår trikå¸ namaskår, namaskår, namaskår
kar∂ e¢lu≈ må≈gu chu≈, ke samatåbhåve me≈ je dæŒh
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nirƒay ni‹cay karyo che, ke mane ‹uddhåtmånubhav pråpta
thåo, ane te pråpta thavåmå≈ sarva kalyåƒamμurt∂
samakitadhår∂ mahåtmåonå sarvotkæ¶¢a sadguƒo måråmå≈
utkæ¶¢apaƒe sphuråyamån tha∂ mane ‹aktiva≈t banåvo,
‹aktiva≈t banåvo, ‹aktiva≈t banåvo. samasta vi‹vanu≈ kalyåƒ
karo, kalyåƒ karo, kalyåƒ karo ane kalyåƒ karavån∂ mane
param ‹akti åpo. samasta vi‹vanå j∂vo sukh ane ‹åntine påmo.
samasta vi‹vanå j∂vo mok¶ane påmo.
he vi‹vava≈dhya evå praga¢ ‹uddhåtmå svarμup prabhu! hu≈
kad∂ paƒ åp gurudev thak∂, j¤ånavådth∂, syådvådth∂,
paramaj¤ånth∂, paramadhyånth∂, ‹uddhåtmåth∂,
‹uddhåtmån∂ upåsanå karanåråo sarve kalyåƒmμurt∂
samakitadhår∂ mahåtmåonå ‹uddhåtmåth∂, sarva siddhoth∂,
santoth∂, mahantoth∂, jagatnå j∂vamåtrath∂ kad∂ ja paƒ ‹aΔkit,
va¤cit, ke båŒo na banu≈ tev∂ ‹akti, bhakti, dæ¶¢i, j¤ån, vivek,
vinay, cåritra ane praj¤å åpo.
ekani¶¢håpμurvak keva¸ ek åpn∂ ja åj¤åmå≈ ja vartavån∂ mår∂
je dæŒh abhilå¶å che
ane pratij¤å che, te pμur∂ karavån∂ ‹aktio mane pråpta thåo,
pråpta thåo, pråpta thåo. åj dinn∂ adhyak¶aƒ parya≈t åpn∂ je
ko∂ åj¤å måråth∂ på¸∂ ‹akå∂ nath∂, te sarvan∂ hu≈ k¶amå
må≈gu chu≈; ålocanå - pratikramaƒ - pratyåkhyån karu≈
chu≈. mane k¶amå karo, k¶amå karo, k¶amå karo.
he vi‹vava≈dhya evå praga¢ ‹uddhåtmå svarμup prabhu! åpno
bodhelo satsaΔg
måråmå≈ nirantar thåo, nirantar thåo, nirantar thåo. åpnu≈
bodhelu≈ samyak j¤ån mane k¶ane k¶ane jågæti arpo, jågæti
arpo, jågæti arpo. sthμul sa√yogo, sμuk¶ma sa√yogo, våƒ∂nå
sa√yogo par che ne parådh∂n che, e j¤ån mårå hædayne vi‹e
sansthåpit raho, sansthåpit raho, sansthåpit raho. ŒakhoŒakhal
karu≈ nahi tev∂ ‹akti åpo. (3x) keva¸ dekhbhå¸ karvån∂ mane
‹akti åpo. (3) keva¸ ek åpn∂ ja kæpåno abhilå¶∂ chu≈. (3x)
åpnå≈ caraƒårvid mårå hædaymå≈ sthån påmo. (3) hu≈
‹uddhåtmå chu≈, ‹uddhåtmå chu≈ (25x) hu≈ ni‹cay
nirƒayth∂ keva¸ ‹uddhåtmå ja chu≈! (2x) jay saccidånand
(5x).
ëhu≈ vij¤ån svarμup chu≈í
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(4)
på¤c åj¤å
1. ërile¢∂ví vyu poinmth∂ ëhu≈ candulål chu≈.í
2. ëriyalí vyu poinmth∂ ëhu≈ ‹uddhåtmå chu≈.í
3. jagat niyamtå-vyavasthit ‹akti.
4. phåi¸ono sambhåve nikål karvo.
5. ‹uddhåtmånå copaŒåmå≈ rakam jame karv∂.
pekiΔgne na jotå≈ enå ‹uddhåtmåne divyadæ¶¢ith∂ jovo.

English Translation
The rite of knowledge
1. Prelude

(1a)
Everything of mine is surrendered (song)
Everything of mine is surrendered,
surrendered to you almighty, to your holy feet;
for spiritual bliss supreme bliss,
as a devotee of this realised soul, to his holy feet. The
shadowy illusions of mind, speech, and body, of internal
actions,147 habitual actions,148 and material actions;149 accept
these childlike delusions,
allow me to surrender this battle-field of life to none other
but you.
- Everything of mine is surrendered.
The pearls of the nectar of knowledge, are picked by the
swan in the lake of pride; in the light of this ëdivine eye,í
of truth, bliss, and beauty.
- Everything of mine is surrendered.
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What an offering of the sun this is!
In the cool rays of the moon;
with a ëbalanced mindí150 dispose of,
the conflicts arising within.
- Everything of mine is surrendered.
Day and night, dawn and dusk,
how wonderful is their regularity!
The ebb and tide of the ocean of the mind,151
is determined by ënatural lawí152 and ëorder.í153
- Everything of mine is surrendered.
Let life be one ëvision,í154
but the ësoulí155 is the eternal mirror;
ëtransactionsí156 may be with millions,
but ëabsolute determinationí157 be only in the almighty.
- Everything of mine is surrendered.
For the liberation of the ëunenlightened soul,í the ëpure
soulí is awakened; extraordinary, ëbeyond the reach of the
sensesí158 and full of joy,
bright light in body and mind.
- Everything of mine is surrendered.
Who opens the gate of liberation, ëthe path of immediate
understandingí159 never seen before; O realised supreme
soul in visible form, ëyouí are my ëpure soul.í - (To you)
Everything of mine is surrendered.

(1b)
Invitation for the Gods to come (song)
There is darkness of a million years, but it will disperse in a
moment of sixty seconds, this insoluble unbreakable
knowledge, will reveal itself in the form of light.
Thirty-three million Goddesses and Gods,160 come for peace,
for the equanimity of the pure soul, which the extraordinary
ìknowerî will bring.
To the voice of ëDådå Bhagavån,í the T∂rthaΔkaras are
listening, at the holy feet of the Omniscient, the soul will find
peace.
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I am surrounded by the flames of the forest fire, the whole
universe is ablaze, an underground spring full of compassion,
sprinkles cool water.
The nectar-like speech of Bhagavån, will extinguish (the
fire) by becoming cool water, the perfect twenty-four all
together, ëtruth, consciousness and blissí161 is ëthatí knower.
O√ hæ√ I go to the omniscient Dådå Bhagavån to take
refuge.

(1c)
Invitation for Dådå Bhagavån and S∂mandhar Svåm∂ to come and to
reside in Nirμubahen
O Dådå Bhagavån, O ›r∂ S∂mandhar Svåm∂ Lord, come here
and place your voice in N∂ruís throat. You cause us to speak
and we will all speak.

(1d)
Asking the Dådå for strength
With absolute resolve and determination I am only a pure soul.

(2)
Dedication
O Dådå Bhagvån, O ›r∂ S∂mandhar Svåm∂ Lord! Whatever I
_________ [insert your name] call mine, my thought, speech,
and body, is all illusion162 [I am a pure soul]. I surrender all my
inner actions,163 outward actions,164 and reflex actions165 at your
holy feet, you are the revealed God in the form of the supreme
soul.

(3)
Self-meditation166
(Absolute-relative foot worship for obtaining ëthe direct
vision of the knowledgeí)
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Humble obeisance (3x) to Dådå Bhagavån at all three times
(through past, present, and future). O unattached Lord within;
you are free from passions;167 of the natural form of truth,
consciousness and bliss; innate joy;168 infinite knowledge; infinite
vision; illuminating the three worlds;169 pure; wise; in the form
of knowledge; the abode of infinite joy and the supreme light
(of knowledge). O unattached One! With absolute resolve and
determination I am only a pure soul (3x). Bestow upon me
your unprecedented strength (3x). Bless me with the perpetual
awareness of the pure soul.
Bless me with the perpetual visual contemplation of your
formless attributes. 170 Comfort me with your perpetual
proximity. May all your magnificent attributes become instilled
within me, instilled within me, instilled within me.
O universally adored and fully manifested ›uddhåtmå
Bhagavån! You are another Råm or Mahåv∂r of this age. You
are my own manifest pure soul. Let me experience the same
soul that you experience. May my mind and my intellect be
completely absorbed in you. Let me become oblivious to the
entire universe and keep only you in my mind. From the bottom
of my heart, I do not desire any perishable worldly things. I
only want the perpetual experience of the pure soul. Let me
remain every second and in all ways in the realm of the self and
enjoy the realm of the self, and never transgress into the domain
of the non-self. I supply this resolve with my firm determination.
O universally adored and fully manifested ›uddhåtmå
Bhagavån! Please grant me forgiveness for all my mistakes,
forgive me, forgive me. Give me compassion, give me peace,
give me equanimity, give me truth, give me renunciation, give
me detachment.
From the beginning of this worldís drama until this very
moment; for all the times that I ñ through my own actions,
through the actions of others acting on my behalf, or through
my approval of the actions of others ñ have doubted or been
suspicious of any living being in this world; for any hostility
towards another living being; for criticising any living being;
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for obstructing another living being; for knowingly or
unknowingly doing, causing to be done, or approving of others
doing171 the slightest discourtesy, indiscretion, non-devotion,
or harm to any living being, and for all the times I have
committed any of the eighteen states of sin172 or broken any of
the six great vows173 ñ I criticise myself,174 and repent all these
wrongdoings, and resolve not to commit such mistakes again,
and ask to be forgiven. Please grant me your forgiveness (3x).175
O universally adored and fully manifested ›uddhåtmå
Bhagavån! You are detached; passionless; of the natural form
of truth, consciousness and bliss; innate joy; infinite knowledge;
infinite vision; illuminating the three worlds. Whatever I
_________ [insert your name] call mine, my thought, speech,
and body, is all illusion, I surrender all my inner actions, outward
actions, and reflex actions at your holy feet, you are the revealed
god in the form of the supreme soul. (3x)
I am a pure soul by nature knowledge incarnate (3x). I am
formless (3x). I am detached (3x). I am imperishable (3x). I
am intangible (3x). I am eternal (3x). I am without birth (3x).
I am immortal (3x). I am a pure soul free from birth and death
(3x). I am by nature imperishable (3x).176 I am by nature
supreme infinite bliss (3x). I am a (permanent) pure soul like
(something) inscribed with a chisel (on a rock) (3x).177 I am a
pure soul that illuminates the difference between the self and
non-self (3x).178
I am a pure soul like ëDådå Bhagavåní (3x). I am a pure soul
like ëØ¶abhdev Dådå Bhagavåní (3x). I am a pure soul like
ëMahåv∂r Bhagavåní (3x). I am a pure soul like ›r∂ ëS∂mandhar
Svåm∂ Bhagavåní (3x). I am a pure soul like ›r∂ ëKæ¶ƒa Bhagavåní
(3x). I am your knowledge child.179 And you are my knowledge
father180 (3x). I am the liberated God (Siddha Bhagavån) in
the form of divine light (3x).
I possess infinite knowledge (3x). I possess infinite vision (3x).
I possess infinite energy (3x). I am the abode of infinite bliss
(3x). I am, by my very nature constant, without highs and lows.
Anger-pride-deceit-greed, these highs and lows are by their
very nature unstable (3x).
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My substance is such that I am completely and totally pure (3x).
Because of my absolute knowledge, absolute vision, and infinite
other qualities, I am completely and totally pure (3x). In
knowing infinite objects that give rise to infinite situations, I
am completely and totally pure (3x). I am indestructible (3x).
I am immutable (3x). I am subtle (3x). I am only absolute,
changeless, detached knowledge (3x). I am pure, inexhaustible
supreme bliss (3x). I am entirely indifferent to all other
substances (3x).
O dispassionate supreme soul, you are as radiant as the sun and
as soothing as the cool moon! Amidst all the worldly desires
and wishes, I am a completely detached pure soul (3x). I am
absolutely separate from all attached actions of mind, speech
and body (3x). I know of the bad habits of the mind, speech
and body and of their nature, and I also know of my own (soulís)
nature (3x). I am a pure soul, completely separate from the
mind, speech and body (3x). I am knower and seer of but
completely separate from the gross and subtle circumstances
of the world, I am inscribed with a chisel.181 I am full of bliss
(3x). The eater eats, and I, the ënon-eater,í know (3x). All the
phases of life are created by nature, of which there is no creator,
and they are ëvyavasthití (systematically arranged)182 (3x).
Please bless me with the same innate state of mind, speech,
and body that you possess (3x). Let your dispositions also be my
dispositions (3x). Let your vision also be my vision (3x). Let
your nature also be my nature (3x). Let your knowledge, vision,
conduct, and bliss also be my knowledge, vision, conduct, and
bliss (3x).
O universally adored and fully manifested ›uddhåtmå
Bhagavån! Bless me and all other virtuous,183 self-realised184
great beings185 with the acute condition of knowledge (of the
pure self), with total surrender (to you), in a state of complete
oneness with all, with complete detachment, and strengthen
our endeavour.
I bow down,186 I bow down, I bow down to the pure souls of all
great beings187 who are the living embodiment of auspiciousness
and self-realisation,188 with extreme devotion, unreservedly,189
repeatedly, three times (through past, present, and future)190
and request, what I firmly resolved with the feeling of
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equanimity,191 that I may be granted the experience of the pure
soul, and, in obtaining it, that the best qualities of all the
auspicious and self-realised great beings may come into me192
in the best possible manner and make me strong, make me
strong, make me strong. May you bestow spiritual welfare193
upon the entire universe, and give me supreme strength to be
an instrument for its welfare. May all living beings of the universe
attain peace and happiness. May all living beings of the universe
attain liberation.194
O universally adored and fully manifested ›uddhåtmå
Bhagavån! Give me strength, devotion, vision, knowledge,
discrimination, humility, right conduct and wisdom, so that
because of you O Gurudev I may never doubt, be left out, or
become blind towards the path of knowledge, the manypointedness of existence, 195 the supreme knowledge, the
supreme contemplation, the pure soul, the worshippers of the
pure soul,196 of the pure souls of all the auspicious self-realised
great beings, of all liberated souls, saints, religious superiors,197
and all living beings of the world.
Please give me (3x) the full strength to fulfil my intense hope
and determination to loyally remain in your commandments198
alone. Until this very day, for whichever commandments I have
failed to follow, I ask your forgiveness; I confess, and repent,
and resolve not to commit such mistakes again. Forgive me (3x).
O universally adored and fully manifested ›uddhåtmå
Bhagavån! Let your enlightened199 congregation200 constantly
dwell in me (3x). Let your enlightened right knowledge201 keep
me aware of the pure self202 at every moment (3x). Instil in my
heart the knowledge that all gross circumstances, subtle
circumstances, and circumstances of speech, are (separate from
me and) dependent on external factors. Give me the strength
not to interfere or quarrel (with the natural order of things)
(3x). Give me the strength to only perform observation203 (3x).
I only desire your grace (3x). Let your lotus feet dwell in my
heart (3x). I am a pure soul (25x). With absolute resolve and
determination I am only a pure soul! (2x). Victory to truth,
consciousness and bliss (5x).204
I am by nature experiential knowledge.205
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(4)
The five commandments
1. From the ërelativeí viewpoint ëI am Candulålí
(substitute ëCandulålí with your own name).
2. From the ërealí viewpoint ëI am a pure soul.í
3. This world is ruled by scientific circumstantial evidence.206
4. Clear your files with equanimity.207
5. Enter credit in the account book of the pure soul.
Do not look at the outer wrappings (ëpackingí) but look with
divine sight at the pure soul.
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See particularly Dumontís 1980 still influential variant of
methodological holism.
The Constitution of India. 24th Edition. Lucknow: Eastern Book
Company, 2003, p. 30.
In a footnote, even Louis Dumont 1980: 427, n. 6 emphasises that
Hinduism does not encompass these religions: ìëHinduismí is used
here in the habitual sense to mean the present religion of those
Indians which are not Muslims, Christians, Parsis, Sikhs, and with
these exceptions, the religion of the caste society.î At the same time,
he favours a ìunitary definition of Hinduism and even of Buddhist
and Jain religionsî because, despite their philosophical differences,
within India all these groups ìhave castesî (p. 46, cf. p. 269).
ëHinduismí (the term is missing in the index of Homo Hierarchicus)
is for him ìthe religion of caste and of renunciationî (p. 285, cf. p.
428, n. 10): ìbelief in gods does not transcend this fundamental
opposition of caste [i.e. ëpure and impureí]î (p. 270). Fuller 1992:
91 criticises this approach as ìsociological reductionism,î though
reverting to it himself elsewhere (p. 157f., etc.).
See Heestermanís 1989 influential article ìThe ëHindu Frontieríî
which utilises Redfieldís term ëgreat tradition,í Srinivasí concept of
Sanskritisation, and Dumontís insights on the ëcomplementary
opposition of power and authorityí to delimit the ësharp edgeí of
ëIndianisation.í In his view, Buddhism ìcan mark the ëHindu
frontierí as wellî (p. 11). For similar generalisations see for instance
Parryís 1986 article on ëthe Indian gift,í which is exclusively based
on bråhmaƒical conceptions.
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The, ultimately divisive, politics of cultural homogenisation is
primarily a project of the modern nation state. In India, the ancient
hierarchical ideologies, the cultural pluralism on the ground, and
the secular constitution have, thus far, put a break on the supremacist
ëHinduí religious nationalism which, however, turns out to be
difficult to contain.

6

Reified definitions of ëreligioní and of religions such as ëHinduismí
or ëJainismí are a modern, highly-politicised preoccupation. On the
term ëreligioní see for instance Smith 1991 and for ëHinduismí
Sontheimer 1991.

7

Mahåvideha plays an important role in Jain cosmology and
cosmography. See Schubring 2000 ∂ 102ff.

8

The Jain terms samyak dar‹ana (right insight) or kevalaj¤åna
(omniscience) are rarely used in this context, presumably to avoid
unnecessary debate. See A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 1994: 77.

9

A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 1994: 32.

10

Ibid., p. 72. With the exception of the Appendix, I follow throughout
the text the official English renditions of the original Gujaråt∂ that
are offered in the Pamphlet literature of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg.

11

Orally transmitted practical philosophy of a similar style was also
practised by the Marå¢h∂-speaking householder Guru Nisargadatta
Mahåråj (1897-1981), a petty shopkeeper in Mumba∂ whose birth
name was Måruti before he was initiated into the Advaita Vedånta
Navnåth Sampradåy in 1930. See Dikshit 1999. Within the Jain
tradition, the teachings of the Gujaråt∂ brahmacår∂ Kånj∂ Svåm∂ (18891980) are also transmitted in this form. The only direct influences
cited by A.M. Pa¢el himself was the Gujaråt∂ Jain householder ›r∂mat
Råjacandra (1867-1901) and the Digambara Åcårya Kundakunda
(ca. 1st-8th century CE).

12

samyag-dar‹ana-j¤åna-cåritråƒi mok¶amårga¨ (TS 1.1).

13

Soul (j∂va), non-soul (aj∂va), inflow of karmic particles (åsrava),
bondage of karmic particles (bandha), stoppage of the inflow of
karman (sa√vara), annihilation of karman (nirjarå), liberation from
karman (mok¶a) (TS 1.4).

14

On the principal features of canonical (and classical) Jainism see
Schubring 2000.

15

See Johnson 2000.

16

Devotion here means merit making through pμuja, dåna, vandanå,
etc., in combination with asceticism. A Jain version of bhakti religiosity
without the necessity of asceticism and study can be found amongst
the followers of ›r∂mat Råjacandra (Salter 2001).

17

Flügel 2005: 195.
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The term ëmovementí is theoretically uninformative, as Luhmann
1984: 543 rightly stressed, and is here only used for convenience for
non-institutionalised collective behaviour. Luhmann suggests to
rather talk about ëthe production of effects through unintended
self-amplifying effect-cumulation,í i.e. self-referential processes
which initially emerge through the accidental coincidence of events
which generate a series of unintended consequences, until they are
stabilised when the notion ëmovementí is used as a self-description
(p. 544). A functional theory such as this comes somewhat closer to
the self-interpretation of the Akram Vij¤ån ëmovementí in terms of
the contingent discharge of various individual karmans which come
to fruition through natural processes or ëscientific circumstantial
evidenceí (vyavasthita ‹akti), rather than the reference to a common
ideology (Salter 2001: 49) or political interests (Fuchs 1999: 59).
The aggregative, syncretic nature of ëBråhmaƒismí and ëHinduismí
(and its ëtoleranceí of heterodox sects) was highlighted by Dumont
1980: 269, 284, etc. But he denied this very feature to the religious
ësectsí which, he argued, are ìinclusive as regards the subjects, the
faithful, but strict and exclusive as regards the god or belief, the
object of religionî (ibid.).
ìThis is a short cut a diversion path (marg) a different (akram lift îsteplessî elevator). You donít have to do any effortî (A.M. Pa¢el, in
Am∂n 1994: 81f.).
For further details on the history, doctrine and following of the
Akram Vij¤ån Mårg see Flügel 2005. Most followers are Gujaråt∂
På¢∂dars on which see Pocock 1973 and Tambs-Lyche 1980.
Daniels 1999: 34f.
The two other temple complexes are near Baroda and near
Ahmedabad. The latter is the only Tri-Mandir temple of the followers of N∂rubahen to date..
Recent publications edited by her contain the following quotation
of ëDada Bhagavaní under the heading ëCurrent link for attaining
the knowledge of Self-Realization (Atma Gnan)í: ìI am personally
going to impart siddhis (special spiritual powers) to a few people.
After I leave, will there not be a need for them? People of future
generations will need this path, will they not?î
The word puru¶a means either human being or man. The following
characterisation of the ëVatsalyamμurti Kanubhå∂ Dådåí is given by
the president of the Jay Saccidånand SaΔgh, G.A. Shah 2003: 23: ìIn
Him is the divine love of God personified. ... Today, DADA
BHAGAVAN manifests in full spiritual splendour in Revered KANU
DADAJI with all the spiritual might of conducting ëGnan Vidhi,í
separating ëIí from ëMyí ñ Eternal DADA BHAGAVAN ñ The Formless
ëPure Soulí (Paramatma) is experienced in physical form and frame
of KANU DADAJI. As the Liberator and Saviour of all aspiring Souls
he is moving all over the world.î
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For further details on the reasons for the split and the processes of
the ëroutinisation of charismaí within the movement see Flügel 2005:
218-225.

27

The word åpta means also trustworthy, reliable, authoritative. For its
use in the Jain tradition see Soni 1996.

28

For a similar structural divide see the ›r∂mat Råjacandra movement
which has been studied by Salter 2001.
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See Flügel 2005: 202ff.
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Cf. Williams 1963: 91.
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ibid., pp. 84ff., 172ff.

32

Bronkhorst 2003 argued that similar conceptions must have prevailed
amongst the Åj∂vikas.

33

A.M. Pa¢el in Amin 2005. In the words of Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el (in J.P.
Am∂n Vol. 11 1997-2003: 10): ìReal ëPenanceí - ëTapí is spontaneous
and borne with equanimity within, not from any activity.î Brahmacarya
does not involve taking a public vow of celibacy, but merely the inner
belief ìthat ëI am a Brahmachariíî (p. 20): ìëRenouncementí is not
of things, house, wife or children. No, it is the ëattaching forceí that
is to be renounced and in present times that is only possible after
Self Realisation first, through the grace of Atma-Gnani the SelfRealized Oneî (p. 18).

34

In the U.S., apart from Oak Ridge, they travel to dedicated followers
in Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles and Montreal. In 1994, a
conference of 700 followers was held in Oak Ridge (Daniels 1999:
34f.).

35

The names of 17 of the 27 åptaputras initiated by A.M. Pa¢el himself
are: Pare‹ Aƒåkh∂vålå (from Surat, working in Mumba∂ as a computer
engineer), Bihår∂ Bhagat, Kåntilål Bhagat, Navin Bhagat, Bharat
Mahetå, Kamle‹ Mahetå, Mine‹ Mahetå, Dr. ›aile¶ Mahetå, Yoge‹
Mistr∂, A‹ok Moc∂ (a chemist), Prad∂p Parekh, Mahe‹ Pa¢el, Pulin
Punåtar, Jayme‹ ›åh, Kamle‹ ›åh, Mahendra ›åh, Nime‹ Sakh∂dås.
I do not know more about the relationship between Kanubhå∂ Pa¢el
and the åptaputras, nor his personal views on this point. Kanubhå∂
Pa¢el regularly travels to the U.S.A., Great Britain and East Africa. He
toured West Africa in 1996 where he created a following amongst
the small Indian diaspora in Lagos (Nigeria) (G.A. Shah 2003: 1).

36

37

Am∂n 1983: 89.

38

Personal communication, 1999.

39

Dudden Hill Community Centre, London NW10, 11.5.1997, 14.3019.00; Madhanta Youth and Community Centre, London HA9 7EE,
16.5.1999, 15.00-18.00, and 8.8.1999 15.30-19.30. I attended two other
ceremonies in London for a limited period of time and was assured
that exactly the same format is applied in India and elsewhere in the
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40

41
42
43

44

45
46
47
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world. I have only participated in the rites of knowledge cum initiations
conducted by N∂rubahen Am∂n who officially initiated me. Kanubhå∂
Pa¢el apparently performs the ritual in exactly the same way
(personal communication, November 2003), and I saw a video which
seemed to confirm this.
Cf. Am∂n 1983: 82f. For the Digambara Jain concepts of bheda j¤åna,
j¤ån∂, ‹uddha-upayoga, etc., see the writings of Åcårya Kundakunda,
and Upadhye 1935.
The paradox of mediated immediacy is not explained.
Am∂n 1998: 30-43.
This technique of turning up ìunexpectedly and suddenlyî
apparently out of nothing is utilised by many modern saints such as
Sai Baba. See Swallow, in Fuller 1992: 178.
The term omniscience (sarvaj¤åna) is here used in the narrower
mystical understanding that: ìWhen ëknowerí is ëknown,í everything
is known in the universe,î i.e. everything that matters (Kanu Pa¢el:
Aphorism 101 in J.P. Am∂n Vol. 11 1997-2003: 16).
For full texts and translations of the texts cited in this section see
Appendix.
The t∂rthaΔkaras are included here.
Cf. BG 10.49, cited in Jaiswal 1967: 119.
I have not seen the Gujaråt∂ original of a more elaborate English
version of the first part of this offering which is often cited in the
pamphlet literature: ìO universally adored and fully manifested
›uddhåtmå Bhagavån! O Dådå Bhagvån, O ›r∂ S∂mandhar Svåm∂!
You are detached, free from passions, blissful, natural, full of infinite
knowledge, infinite vision, illuminator of the three worlds (the entire
universe).î
The characterisation of the relative self in terms of the expression
hu≈ bhåv karma, dravya karma, no-karma, here translated as ëmy inner
actions, material actions and reflex actions,í requires some
explanation. A.M. Pa¢el equated these three types of actions with
ëcharging, discharging, and neutral action,í i.e. the mechanism of the
acquisition of karman through the inner feelings or passions, the
discharge of karman through action, and reflex behaviour. According
to canonical Jainism, no karma is produced by reflex actions caused by
no-ka¶åya, or subsidiary passions of the four principal passions anger,
pride, deceit and greed. The following nine no-ka¶åyas are habitual
in everyday life, but decrease with spiritual advancement: laughter
(håsya), enjoyment (rati), apathy (arati), grief (‹oka), fear (bhaya),
disgust (jugupså), and sexual cravings for the male, female, and
hermaphrodite (str∂-veda, pu√veda, and napu√sakaveda) (UtS 32.102,
33.10-11). On no-karma see Schubring 2000: 87, Jaini 1979: 120, Bruhn
1987: 69. See also Chakravartiís 1989: 129, 75 commentary on SS 190192, and SS 87, and Johnson 1995: 287.
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See also Geertz 1986: 373.
See Cort 2001: 153 for similar ëmagico-religiousí assumptions
underlying the rather mechanical Kalpa Sμ u tra recitations of
Mμurtipμujaka Jains during paryu¶aƒa. For examples from ëHinduí
contexts see the contributions in Dalmia et.al. 2003.
The distinction was introduced by the Digambara Åcårya
Kundakunda (SS 7) into Jain discourse. On the shock of insight
created by the reversal of perspectives in Jain conversion stories see
Ryan 1998: 77 and Flügel 1993. In the present case, the shock of
insight is explained as the product of non-cognitive ritual action.
Turner 1986: 35 translates Diltheyís terms Erlebnis and Erfahrung,
which have no equivalent in English, as ëmere experienceí and ëan
experience.í
This formally resembles the separation of ritual and meaning
postulated by Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994, following Frits Staal
1993, but can hardly be interpreted as a universal condition of ritual
action, as proposed by the authors.
ìIf one listens to the ëDirect Speech,í one will have ëSamakitaíî (A.M.
Pa¢el in Shah 1983: 72).
A more differentiated analytic terminology is needed to make further
distinctions.
E.g., Am∂n 1983: 33. See Staal 1993: Ch. 3 and p. 192 on the ëpower
of inspirationí associated with words, derived from the Sanskrit (S.)
root dh∂- (e.g. dhyåna), and its manifestation in language, especially
verses, chants, and formulae, called mantra, which were at an early
state distinguished from ritual itself: ìMantras [sacred formulae]
are always the elements that are recited or chanted; they are neither
the ritual acts themselves, nor the glosses or meanings ...î
In contrast to the ëabsolute,í that is instrumental, music (Dahlhaus
1978: 13), ëpure speechí is not intended as a ëpure structureí without
object or function, but has a strong ëconative function,í i.e. it is
intended to direct the gestures of the participants (Lévi-Strauss 1982
I: 49). See also Staal 1993: 221 for the similarity between mantras and
music.
Cf. Staal 1993: 233f. on Buddhist ëmeaning(ful)-memorizationí
(artha-dhåraƒ∂) and on the Jain Namokår Mantra etc. (p. 223): ìMany
mantras [whether meaningful or meaningless] are constructed from
language, but in their ritual use, which is their proper use, they do
not conform to any of the normal uses of languageî (p. 265). Staal
argues ìthat language derived from mantras in the course of the
evolutionî but also describes the opposite phenomenon of ìthe
musicalisation of languageî (ibid.) under the same term (cf. LéviStrauss 1982 I: 42f. remarks on the differences between structuralism
and serialism). The ritual communication of the bhed j¤ån vidhi is an
example of the latter, since it clearly presupposes language.
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60

ìThe mystical state is a state of awareness that can be reached or
produced with the aid of mantras, a state of consciousness that is
ëbeyond languageí or ëineffableíî (Staal 1993: 274).

61

ìëUnderstandingí is not the function of languageî (Kanu Pa¢el:
Aphorism No. 46, in J.P. Am∂n Vol. 11 1997-2003: 8).

62

The emphasis on ‹akti reveals ›aivaite influence. Compare Staal
1993: 242 on the eligibility of using mantras.

63

Classical Jainism distinguishes five types of bodies: gross body
(audårika ‹ar∂ra), transformation body (vaikriya ‹ar∂ra),
communication body (åhåraka ‹ar∂ra), fiery body (taijasa ‹ar∂ra), and
karmic body (karma ‹ar∂ra). The åhåraka ‹ar∂ra is said to be an attribute
of ascetics with the knowledge of the lost fourteen Pμurva texts only.
See TS 2.37 for details.

64

Garcia 2002 writes for instance: ìThis combination: one guru and a
heavy load of karma made it impossible for me to experience anything
within. Even when I experienced something, now I know it was due
to the power of my own mind concentration and not necessarily due
to the power of the guru.î

65

Compare the somewhat similar Mimå√så concept of the invisible
(adæ¶¢a) effects of ritual (apμurva).

66

See www.dadabhagawan.org. To dispel doubts about the efficacy of
the rite, N∂rubahen Am∂n n.d. published also an explanatory article:
ìWhat is your spiritual state after the ëGnan Ceremonyí?î which is
often consulted.

67

The dream was related to me in 2001. On the significance of dreams
see A.M. Pa¢el, in K.N. Shah 1983: 168: ìA dream is the complete
effect. There, ego being inactive, causes do not get implanted. ...
You gain profusely more by seeing ëDadaí in a dream and seeking
his assistance, than by seeing Him in person. This Dada is capable of
doing everything in a dream! Yes, you must know what you want to
ask for. Some of our Mahatmas see Dada in dream everyday. As the
scriptures sing: Even in a dream who has ëDarshan,í Not shall his
mind seek another vision. The ëDarshaní of the Gyani Purush even
in the dream will put an end to all the other rovings of the mind.î

68

›r∂mat Råjacandra claimed to have met a Jina in a previous life. See
Flügel 2005: 210.

69

Salter 2001: 46-47 reported similar processes amongst the followers
of ›r∂mat Råjacandra: ìIt is believed that one self-realised person
can accurately recognise another ... If they reach the belief that the
guru is authentic they go on to become a disciple and hence enforce
the guruís status.î See also Dumontís 1980: 282 statement that ìin
order to conceive of a personal Lord there must also be a believer
who sees himself as an individual.î
The ›vetåmbaras believe the t∂rthaΔkara Mallinåtha was female.

70
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71

See Gombrich & Obeyesekere 1988: 61.

72
73

That is the body (A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Patel 1994: 4f.).
The precepts are only printed in a single small booklet (Am∂n 1998)
which contains all important ritual texts in Gujaråt∂. It is only given
to mahåtmås.

74

In the ritual literature of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg the word ni‹caya is
sometimes interpreted literally, as resolve or decision, i.e. the
intention of completely surrendering the relative self to the real self
(not philosophically, in terms of ni‹caya naya). Shifting
interpretations such as this offer escape clauses against the
arguments of sceptics. It is argued that the j¤ån vidhi merely conveys
the energy or spiritual power for the resolve, not access towards
transcendental perception itself.

75

See Schubring 1957: 569 for critical reflections on the possibility of
the apocryphal interpretations of SS 141 which identify the ni‹caya
point of view with the view of a spiritually advanced believer.

76

ìPrakriti means Circumstantial Evidence. This, that goes on, is
nothing but the puppet show of Prakriti. One dances or does anything
as it makes him to, and yet he brags: ëSee, I dance! I renounce!í
Renunciation is possible, only if it is in oneís Prakritiî (A.M. Pa¢el, in
K.N. Shah 1983: 257). On the use of the metaphor of dance, wellknown in Vai¶ƒavism, for the ambiguities generated by the two-truth
theory in Digambara Jain literature see Bhatt 1994.

77

On complementary karman see for instance A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n
2003a: 20.

78

A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Pa¢el 1994: 50.

79

Cf. SS 332-344.

80

In classical Jainism, the technical terms for bondage and stoppage
are bandha and sa√vara. A.M. Pa¢el occasionally employed these
terms, but usually used Gujaråt∂ equivalents.

81

Literally ëfilling.í

82

A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Patel 1994: 11. Bronkhorst 2003: 169 has shown that
already the Åj∂vikas must have believed that the real self does not act,
and that karmic changes can only occur through rebirth. Yet, the Åj∂vikas
did not ñ like A.M. Pa¢elís ëmoderate fatalismí (which rejects the concept
of ëuntimely death,í see N. Am∂n, in R.M. Patel 1994: 54f.) ñ consider
the possibility of changes and shortcuts in the karmically predetermined
course of rebirths through ëthe path of introspectioní (antaramukh∂
mårga) (A.M. Pa¢el, in N. Amin 2000a: 7).

83

Cf. Todarmalís 1992: 174-76, 203f. critique of the Så≈khya view:
ìnothing is achieved by mere knowing. ... So long as one believes
Prakruti to be the doer (of attachment, etc.) and the self as nondoer, why would then he try to reduce attachment, etc.?î (p. 176).
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84

A.M. Pa¢el, in K.N. Shah 1983: 230.

85

Classical Jainism categorises the different types of karman according
to effect (prakæti), duration (stithi), intensity (rasa) and quantity of
space points occupied (prade‹a). Four principal types of bondage
(bandha) of karman are distinguished: wrong belief (mithyåtva), nonrestraint (avirati), passion (ka¶åya), and activity (yoga). Starting with
wrong belief, they should be eliminated one after the other to prevent
further bondage. The effects of karman are of three types: (1) bandha
- bondage, (2) sattå (åbåhå) - latency, (3) udaya (prårabdha) realisation: (a) ud∂ranå - premature fruition, (b) sa√krama transformation of one type of karman into another (Viy. 57b; TS 8.2 ):
ìOf oneís own accord one makes [karman] effective (ud∂rei) and
one repents (garahai), checks (sa√varai), suppresses (uvasåmei),
experiences (veei) and annihilates (nijjarei) it by an effort of oneís
own will (v∂riya)î (Vij. 1.3.6 (56b), in Deleu 1970: 78). See also
Glasenapp 1915: 20ff., 35-38, 42, 75.
N. Am∂n, in R.M. Patel 1994: 56.

86
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87

Practical rules that are given orally, for instance: ìto look at everything
only as a karmic result,î to ìaccept everything that happens,î ìnever
misuse the power acquired through the j¤ån vidhi for worldly ends,î
ìnever resolve to do anything intentionally (saΔkalpa),î ìdonít be
presumptuous of the form ëif I ____í,î etc. For lists of practical advice
see also A.M. Pa¢el, in N. Amin 2000a: 17, 36.

88
89

A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Patel 1994: 73-6.
Ibid., p. 62.

90

At least ëseventy-five percentí of it (A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 74).

91
92

Cf. A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003b: 107f.
On the Jain rites of atonement see Caillat 1975.

93

The Akram Vij¤ån movement often uses popular metaphors such as
ëvideo-rewindingí or ëthe cinema approachí to karman, i.e. life as a
film (A.M. Pa¢el, in N. Amin 2000a: 33f.), for the reflective anamnesis
as the following summary of N∂rubahen Am∂nís Telesatsang on the
23.7.2000 illustrates: ìEvery 15 to 30 minutes rewind and fast forward
your inner video and if you miss this, then at the end of the day
rewind the entire dayís video for 10 to 15 minutes. Our Godown is
stuffed full. Let us resolve to clear it with the phenomenal Grace of
Dada and all His Gnan material. Remove all vyavahaar aagrahs and
the rest is all nikaal. ... Observance with awareness is the essence of
Time and the state of the Self. Dayís events and agenda: Set in advance
the 5 agnas and then proceed. Thereafter rewind and set review and
reset. ... When you get engrossed ... get unentangled by video rewind
and review. When you are reviewing you are the observer and
therefore free. To rewind and reset is your Purusharth. To forget
your Self is what you have brought with you. Observe this in samayik
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am till eve ... watch whether your upayog was of the Self or not. Set 5
Agnas. Set your Self: I am Shuddhatma. Observe all events of File 1.
Observe all events of food intake situations. Observe all events of
speech, thoughts, acts of the whole day. Observe and separate acts of
chit buddhi and discharge ego. Observe all work done for mahatmas
and dada versus your selfish self. Observe your upayog during charan
vidhi. .. . Is the reading merely an act or is there an upayoga? Observe
the nature of this neighbour of yours. ...î (now defunct website).
94

Bruhn 1998: V.1 has argued that even in classical Jainism ìñ there is
no distinct meditation technique (leading to concrete experiences
or insights). ëMeditationí in Jainism means realization and
internalization of important dogmatic subjects but even that is more
implied than expressly stated.î Cf. Schubring 2000: 314.

95

A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 77.

96

Some of the statements in Kundakundaís Samayasåra are clearly the
source of inspiration of A.M. Pa¢elís teachings: ìThat ignorant Self
which makes non-self, self, and the Self non-Self, becomes Kartå or
causal agent of those various Karmas. - That knowing Self which does
not make non-self, self, and the Self, non-self, does not become the
Kartå or causal agent of those various Karmasî (SS 92f., tr. Chakravarti
1989: 78f.; cf. Johnson 1995: 280). ìThe scripture is not knowledge,
because scripture knows not anything. Therefore, the Jinas said that
knowledge is entirely different from scriptureî (SS 390, tr.
Chakravarti 1989: 226; cf. Johnson 1995: 275). See also SS 152, 404,
etc.

97

ìAs (self-) knowledge renounces all (mental) states (bhåva), knowing
them to be other (than the self), so (self-) knowledge should be
considered to be the real/definitive form of renunciation
[pratyåkhyåna]î (SS 34, tr. Johnson 1995: 288). Cf. the translation by
Chakravarti 1989: 37f.

98

See Jaini 1979: 89, and Beck 1997: 91: ìOverall, the developing
Hindu devotional tradition strikes one with the forceful theme of
utter dependence on grace alone for remission of sin, leaving aside
completely all self-restorative rituals and penances.î

99

The bråhmaƒical practice of transacting karman or pollution to others,
as recently discussed by authors such as Parry and others, is rejected
as an impossibility by Jainism, Buddhism, and Hindu devotionalism.
See Cort 2001: 111.

100 The G∂tå is cited explicitly on the official website:
www.dadabhagwan.org/new/introduction/akaram-intro/eng/
akaram-intro.html
101 A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 2.
102 Ibid., p. 7.
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103 ìIf your wife who is normal and intelligent becomes insane all of a
sudden, whom can we blame? She turns insane as the result of the
timing for your own karma coming into fruition. So you should realize
this and accept that it is your account. ... You have no choice but to
experience themî (A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 39).
104 A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 3. There are, therefore, no accidents in
life, there is not even the possibility of an accidental death.
105 A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Patel 1994: 48.
106 A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 31f. It is asserted for instance, on
apparently purely casuistic grounds, that: ìdiscord does not occur
because of effect karma. It arises because of ignoranceî (ibid., p.
47). See similar discussions in the same volume.
107 A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 13.
108 ìThe process of killing is a karma effect and it has to be suffered [by
the killer, P.F.]. One must accept the fruit of the karma, but if
repentance is done whole-heartedly, then the new karma will become
lightî (A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 72f.).
109 Sometimes, after årat∂ rituals, one plate (thå¸∂) is placed in front of
the picture of ëDådå Bhagavån.í
110 This has also been noted by Garcia 2002.
111 A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Patel 1994: 63.
112 ìAn Enlightened Guru like Dada Bhagwan accepts all view-points, all
of these are included in his vision. A Guru can be said to be sitting at
the centre, while all the other religions are in the surroundings in
search of the truthî (A.M. Pa¢el, in N. Amin 2000a: 30).
113 ìThe Germans are in search for ëAbsolutism.í They have carried
away our sacred books and they have dedicated themselves to the
search of ëAbsolutism.í But it is not easy to find it. ... When ëweí go to
Germany ëweí shall tell them we are the horn of plenty (kalpa vriksha),
ask anything of us and you shall have it, because ëweí have personally
come before youî (A.M. Pa¢el, in Shah 1983: 10f.).
114 For an overview of modern variants, see Fuller 1992: 174-77.
115 See for instance Bennettís 1993: 136f. critique. Dumont 1980: 282ff.
and Fuller 1992: 157f. acknowledge the antinomian character of
devotionalism. But both argue that though it may be antithetical to
ëHinduismí on the level of ideas (Dumont characterises devotion as
an internalisation of renunciation though), it is not on the level of
social practice, since it accommodates itself to ëthe caste system.í
116 Dumont 1980: 187, but see his earlier and more flexible formulation
on p. 284 in the light of the theory of bhakti as a form of internalised
renunciation.
117 For further evidence see the majority of the contributions in Dalmia
et. al. 2003.
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123
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130
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132
133

Bennett 1993: 66.
ìPossessionsî is the English translation used for dravya karma here.
Bennett 1993: 60.
Ibid., p. 43.
Love ìthat is constant is paramatmaís love (Godís love). It will subdue
anyone. I for myself do not wish to subdue anyone, but they surrender
to my love. It is revealed in the presence of Gnani Purush. This love is
absolute and unconditional. The Gnaniís love is Godís loveî (A.M.
Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2000b: 25).
Bennett 1993: 89.
Ibid., p. 124.
Ibid., p. 196ff.
Ibid., p. 254.
For imports into Digambara Jain mysticism see Bhatt 1994: 447.
A.M. Pa¢el, in R.M. Pa¢el 1994: 49.
Bennett 1993: 90.
Bennett 1980: 97, cf. 87 analysed similar processes amongst the
Pu¶¢imårg∂s in psychological terms: ìThose who experience bhava
are by definition divine souls (daivijiva) aware of their innate identity
as fragments of Brahman. Their divinity is not a quality received
from Krishna, rather this is through Krishnaís grace that inner divine
qualities are made manifest.î ìThe svarup becomes an actual
manifestation of Lord Krishna through the combined efforts of the
guru and the devotee. Although the guru initiates the process of
the transformation of a murti into a svarup, the full identity of the
svarup is revealed only through the efforts of the sevak. .. the sevak
projects emotions into the svarup with the result that the svarup
develops a lively personalityî (ibid., p. 89).
A.M. Pa¢el, in K.N. Shah 1983: 21f. In the original Gujaråt∂, the
phrasing of the last sentence is: å amår∂ våt to tamåro åtmå ja kalμub
kare. kåraƒ ke tamår∂ mahi≈ hu≈ ja be¢hlo chu≈, tame jo åŒå∂ nah∂≈ karo
to! amne tamårå må≈ ne amårå må≈ bhed na hoy (AV I: 16f.).
Bennett 1993: 85.
Monier Williams 1986: 1135. The meaning of saccidånanda is
interpreted slightly different in various traditions. Vallabhåcårya
wrote: ìFrom the joy-form of God came out the in-dwelling spirits
which have in them all the three attributes of God, being (sat),
consciousness (citta) and joy (anand). The j∂va (individual souls)
are without joy, and matter is without joy and consciousnessî (in
Pocock 1973: 110f.). The classical Jain tradition defines: sat = the six
ëeternalí categories of being: caitanya (consciousness), pudgala
(matter), kåla (time), åkå‹a (space), dharmåstikaya (medium of
movement), adharmåstikaya (medium of rest); citta = j¤ån
(knowledge) + dar‹ana (perception); ånanda = happiness or bliss
(cf. Jaini 1979: 97, 122).
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134 Bennett 1993: 60, cf. 41. Another example of this dynamic of
devotional worship is the following line from a poem of
Devacandrasvåm∂ that was quoted by Råjacandra in letter 753: jina
pμujå re te nijapμujana. ìIt means ëworshipping the Jina (the conqueror)
is worshipping yourself (your own pure soul).í What he means is
that by nature the soul of a Jina (or a siddha) and that of the aspirant
are equalî (Pungaliya 1996: 290f.).
135 Cf. Bennett 1993: 67.
136 Am∂n 1998: 7.
137 Ibid., p. 23.
138 Ibid., p. 35.
139 See also Dundasí 1998: 43-46 comment on the putative ritual
function of the Tantric Mμurtipμujaka sμurimantra which is meditated
upon so that, according to one Mμurtipμujaka interpretation, ìthe
meditating sμuri [is] becoming Gautamaî (ibid., p. 44), although
others insist that the meditator merely becomes ìëlikeí or ëequal toí
(tulya) Gautamaî (ibid.). For general observations of the conflation
of guru and god in Jainism see Jaini 1979: 256 and Cort 2001: 114.
140 Ultimately, a pure soul may only be conceived as a separate entity if
the term åtma‹uddhi figures prominently as well, as Richard Davis
has argued in his study on the ›aiva Siddhånta (in Babb 1996: 182f.).
141 Dumont 1980: 282.
142 N∂rubahen Am∂n is now targeting this audience. Two hundred and
fifty Europeans participated in a satsaΔg in Spain in May 2004.
143 The issue of the absence of the divine in Jainism has been extensively
(and controversially) discussed by Stevenson 1915/1984: 289-98.
144 A.M. Pa¢el, in Am∂n 2003a: 32.
145 Most of the ritual texts, with the exception of 1c, have been published
in the pamphlet literature of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårg. The principal
ritual manual and the main source for this appendix is N. Am∂n
1998. The texts are here presented in the sequence of their ritual
performance, not as printed. Section numbering and sub-headings
have been inserted by the translator (P.F.). Section three, the
ëmeditation on the selfí cum ëfoot worship,í is a ritual text which
should be read out every day. However, it is not exactly recited in its
printed form during the j¤ån vidhi. The translation has been
informed by English renditions published by the tradition itself.
146 The song was composed in 1970 by Candrakhand Navn∂t, a singer
from Mumba∂.
147 bhåv karma.
148 no-karma.
149 dravya karma.
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150 sambhåv.
151 I.e., of the waves of desire.
152 ni‹cit.
153 vyavasthit.
154 dar‹an.
155 åtmå.
156 vyavahår.
157 ni‹cay.
158 agocar.
159 akram.
160 Jain T∂rthaΔkaras are included here in the category ëGod.í
161 saccidånand.
162 måyå.
163 bhåv karma.
164 dravya karma.
165 no-karma.
166 The translation of is based on A. Patelís n.d.: 13-22 rendition of the
Nishchay Vyavahar Charan Vidhi text.
167 Or: ëchangelessí (nirvikår∂).
168 sahajånand.
169 That is, the entire universe.
170 The Vedåntic term nididhyåsana, profound and repeated meditation
(Monier Williams 1986: 549), is explained by Kanu Pa¢elís Aphorism
No. 89, in J.P. Am∂n Vol. 11 2003: 14: ìTo see the formless within the
aspectral forms of a Live Liberated State is called Nididhyasan, and
when you see that, that seeing function is again formless because it
is divine vision.î
171 This famous formula of the Jain vow of renouncing violence
(såmåyika) is applied to all the listed misdeeds.
172 In classical Jainism, the eighteen states of sin (påpa sthåna) are: 1.
killing (pråƒåtipåta), 2. lying (mæ¶åvåda), 3. thieving (adattådåna),
4. unchastity (maithuna), 5. acquisitiveness (parigraha), 6. anger
(krodha), 7. pride (måna), 8. deceit (måyå), 9. greed (lobha), 10.
attachment (råga), 11. hatred (dve¶a), 12. disputation (kalaha), 13.
false accusation (abhyåkhyåna), 14. backbiting (pai‹unya), 15.
denigration (par-parivåda), 16. elation and depression (rati arati),
17. deceitful speech (måyå mæ¶å), 18. false belief (mithyå dar‹ana
‹alya). The first five sources of sin refer to the five Jain aƒuvratas, or
small vows, and the next six to the principal passions, or ka¶åyas.
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173 The classical Jain mahåvratas are: 1. non-injury (ahi≈så), 2.
truthfulness (satya), 3. not taking what is not given (asteya), 4. nonpossession (aparigraha), 5. celibacy (brahmacarya). Only in the DVS
4.17 a sixth mahåvrata is mentioned: not eating after sunset (råtri
bhojana tyåga). It is surprising that these Jain categories are mentioned
in the text, because such vows are not regarded as important by the
Akram Vij¤ån.
174 ålocanå, or confession.
175 The terminology and the phrasing of this section is derived from
the formulae of the canonical Åva‹yaka Sμutra (Åva‹yaka Nirjukti) and
the Jain Pratikramaƒa Vidhi texts.
176 The word avyåbådha (from S. a-vyava) was explained by A. Pa¢el n.d.
as ìI can never be hurt nor can I hurt others.î
177 ¢aΔkotk∂rƒ (S. ¢aΔka-ut-k∂rƒa), lit. ëchisel-inscribed,í here means
ëunerasable.í
178 Patel n.d. translates: ìbetween the real and the relative.î
179 j¤ånaputra.
180 j¤ånapitå.
181 ¢aΔkotk∂rƒ.
182 Patel n.d. translates ìgoverned by an impartial precise energy called
ëvyavasthit.íî
183 kalyåƒamμurti.
184 samakitadhår∂; samakit is a colloquial expression for S. samyaktva.
185 mahåtmå.
186 namaskår.
187 mahåtmå.
188 samyak dar‹an, right insight.
189 abhedabhåv.
190 The explanation in brackets has been given by A. Patel n.d., though
ëmorning, midday, and eveningí could also have been intended.
191 samatåbhåv.
192 sphuråymån, from S. sphur, to sping, burst, manifest, etc.
193 The word kalyåƒ, welfare, means is here understood as ëspiritual
welfare.í
194 mok¶a.
195 syådvåd. Inserted by A. Pa¢el n.d.: ì(not to hurt anotherís viewpoint).î
196 upåsanå.
197 mahant. This term is uncommon in Jain literature but frequently
used in Hindu contexts.
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198 åj¤å.
199 bodhelo.
200 satsaΔg.
201 samyak j¤ån.
202 jågæti.
203 dekhabhå¸. Translated by Patel n.d. as ìstay the ëKnowerí and ëSeer.íî
204 jay saccidånand. The following instruction at the end of the printed
text explains why the ritual is also called ìfoot worshipî outside the
context of the j¤ån vidhi: ì(touch yourself with the big toes of your
feet on your forehead connect the wire with the inner God in the
form of infinite knowledge and say at least five times)î (Am∂n 1998:
43).
205 The word vij¤åna is usually translated as ìscientificî by the followers
of the Akram Vij¤ån Mårga.
206 A.M. Pa¢el often used the English expression, though niyamtåvyavasthit ‹akti can also be translated as ìpower of the systematicregulator (god),î i.e. here ìthe power of natural law,î the law of
karman.
207 The official translation is reproduced here because it is often cited
in the congregation. An alternative translation would be: ìSettle
your accounts with impartiality.î
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